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DivERsri Y BOUTIQUE
Bowling Green moves up in the times with West Coast fashions

Rene Macura AP Photo

University student Erin
Norman remains in the
ranks of female business
owners. She will speak at the
Women's Center Wednesday.
By Monica Frost

BEN AND J-LO: Ben Affleck
and Jennifer Lopez pose before
the premiere of Gigli in July.

REPORTER

What do you get when you combine a
strong vision, a willingness to take risks
and die support of family and friends?
For Erin Norman, 2002 graduate of the
University, the answer is your own business by the age of 23. Norman is also currendy enrolled in the graduate program at
the University.
Norman, owner and manager of
Diversity Boutique, 101 N. Main St., is
bringing Bowling Green trendy and
unique articles of women's clothing from

Affleck,
J-Lo say
it is over,
again

ion places of the worid"— Italy,
Germany and Ixis Angeles.
This trip inspired Normari with
the idea of bringing a new outlet
for women's fashion into Bowling
Green.
"There is so much fashion BG
does not get," Norman said. "BG
has done so much for me and I
wanted to give something back to
the town."
The location for Diversity
Boutique became available in luly
2003, giving Norman just days to
reserve the location and get a
loan. Norman approached her
father, Dan, for help.
While some parents might lie
NORMAN, PAGE 2
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IN BUSINESS: Etin Norman, a graduate student
at the University, is enjoying the thrills of being a
business owner at her store Diversity Boutique.
Norman has been in business for five months.

"All I can say judge, is I'm sorry for
what happened and I wish I could
change it."

!Ht ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The on-again,
otT-again relationship between
Ben Affleck and lennifer Lopez
is off. Again.
And this time, it looks like it's
for good.
lennifer Lopez ended the
engagement, one of her publicists told The Associated Press
yesterday.
A spokesperson for Lopez
confirmed to People and Us
Weekly magaLopezand zines that she
Affleck were had ended it,
Supposed to saying: "At this
be married difficult time, we
ask that you
back in
September. respect her privacy."
Affleck's publicist. Ken Sunshine, would only
say: "As usual, we never comment on the private lives of our
clients."
Lopez, 34, and Affleck, 31,
have been the subject of nearconstant media scrutiny for die
past year and a half.
Their romantic comedy,
"Gigli," was considered the cinematic disaster of the year
before it even debuted in
August.
They were supposed to have
married a month later, but
abruptly postponed their lavish
plans "due to the excessive
media attention surrounding
our wedding."
Since then, die media has followed their every move, keeping track of who Lopez was with
and whether she wore her 6.1■ .ii.it pink diamond Marry
Winston engagement ring.
Now the fonner couple will
appear on screen together in

lapan, Los Angeles and Miami, Fla.
"They say it takes 3-5 years for the fashions from the West Coast to reach the
Midwest," Norman said. "I'm trying to
bring those fashions here immediately."
Diversity Boutique carries everything
from altered T-shirts and jeans to dress
clothes and jewelry. And the clientele,
according to Norman, is as diverse as the
store's merchandise selection.
Norman strives to ensure that her clothing spans all age groups.
"I don't like to exclude anybody,"
Norman said. "It depends on your tastes as
a woman."
Growing up in Chillicothe, Norman said
she always had a passion for fashion, but
didn't dream of opening her own shop.
After graduating with a degree in interpersonal communications and a focus in
marketing. Norman traveled to "the fash-

BILL IANKL0W, FORMER CONGRESSMAN WHO
HIT AND KILLED A MOTORIST

Janklow on
his way to jail
By Carson Walker
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FLANDREAU, S.D. — Bill
Janklow, who dominated South
Dakota politics for three
decades as governor and then
congressman, was sentenced to
100 days in jail yesterday for an
auto accident that killed a
motorcyclist
and
ended
lanklow's career in disgrace.
After 30 days behind bars,
Janklow will be allowed to leave
jail during the day for up to 10
hours to perform community
service. After he completes his
jail term, he will be on probation
for three years, during which he
will not be allowed to drive.
The 64-year-old Republican
was found guilty Dec. 8 of second-degree
manslaughter,
speeding and running a stop
sign for a collision that killed 55year-old motorcyclist Randy
Scott at a rural intersection Aug.
16.
"If I could change places with
him, I would It's easy for me to
say that, but I would," the former congressman told the judge

before hearing his sentence. "All
I can say, judge, is I'm sorry for
what happened and 1 wish I
could change it"
South Dakota does not
require minimum sentences, so
ludge Rodney Steele was free to
impose anything from no jail
time and no fines to a total of
more than 11 years behind bars
and $11,400 in fines.
The judge fined Janklow
$5,400 and ordered him to pay
$50 a day for the cost of his 100
days in jail, for another $5,000.
lanklow was ordered to report to
the county jail in Sioux Falls on
Feb. 7.
During the trial in Janklow's
hometown, the jury saw him in
tears as he described his grief
over the crash. The defense
argued that lanklow, a diabetic,
had not eaten for 18 hours and
was suffering a diabetic reaction
that left him confused and disoriented.

DavidYoderP.iv.v

WRONG TURN
BACK IT UP: This U-Haul van (above), became stuck underneath the overhang outside of the Black
Swamp Pub yesterday evening after students tried to direct the driver, an elderly woman, to Thurstin
Avenue. The incident caused damage to the Union overhang (below). According to David Zelonis, student
building manager at the Union, the woman took a wrong turn off of State Route 25 and began driving
through campus on the sidewalks. Workers had to partially deflate the tires in order to free the vehicle.
Campus Police did not cite the driver. No additional information was available last night.

JANKLOW, PAGE 2

Kodak plans to cut 12,000
to 15,000 jobs over 3 years
By Ben Dobbin
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ROCHESTER.
N.Y.
Eastman Kodak Co., which
turned picture-taking into a
hobby for the masses a century
ago, is cutting 12,000 to 15,000
jobs, or close to a quarter of its
work force, as it struggles to
make the wrenching transition
from film to digital photography.
The job cuts, announced yesterday, will be made in Kodak's

traditional film photography
businesses and will take place
over the next three years, bringing the company's total employment down to Wtorld War IJ-era
levels of around 50,000.
Kodak became a symbol of
American ingenuity and one of
the most recognizable brand
names on Earth during the 20th
century. But its film business
has been on the wane for more
than a decade. Kodak was slow
to get into digital photography,

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

"■■*

and now, without a swift conversion, risks fading into history,
analysts warn.
"We've got good momentum,
particularly in our digital portfolio," which turned a profit for the
first time in 2003, chief executive
Dan Carp said yesterday. "Wfe
can see now into the future and
have scoped out a three-year
plan to ensure we stay ahead.
KODAK. PAGE 2
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Digital is in, film is out
We believe
KODAK. FROM PAGE 1

2 0 0 3

marks the
bottom,
and we'll build on our performance going
forward."
The announcement came as Kodak posted a fourth-quarter profit of $19 million,
down dramatically from $113 million a year
ago.
"It's needed, but it radically increases the
risk profile of the company. You've got a company that's going from oligopoly to a very
competitive landscape," said analyst
Shannon Cross of Cross Research-Soleil
Securities in Short Hills, N.I.
Kodak's global workforce peaked at
136,500 in 1983. It now employs 35,500 people in the United States, including 20,600 at
its fading manufacturing hub in Rochester. It
eliminated up to 6,000 jobs in 2003.
Founded in 1881 by (ieorge Eastman,
Kodak turned point-and-shoot photography
into an overnight craze when it came out KODAK: Technician Dan Merola inspects
with a $1 Brownie camera in 1900. By 1927, it boxes of Kodak film in Rochester, NY. The
held a virtual monopoly of the U.S. photo- company announced layoffs today.
graphic industry.
By the 1980s, Kodak stUI had nearly two- years ago to challenge Kodak for No. 1.
In 2003, digital cameras began outselling
thirds of color-film sales worldwide. But it
was slow to exploit new markets, such as traditional film cameras for the first time in
point-and-shoot 35mm cameras, enabling the United States, last week. Kodak said it
Tokyo-based Fuji to jump from obscurity 25 will stop selling reloadable film cameras in

North America and Wfestern Europe this
year.
During me recent fourth quarter, Kodak's
consumer digital camera sales leaped 87
percent, and revenue from its online photosharing service surged 55 percent. But U.S.
sales of consumer film products, including
35mm film and single-use cameras, sank 10
percent.
Kodak has poured more than $4 billion
into digital research in the past decade,
securing hundreds of patents and developing a vast array of products and services,
including its Picture CD software, online
photo-sharing service and easy-to-use line
of digital cameras.
For all that, Kodak is still struggling to find
its footing against rivals like Hewlett-Packard
and Canon.
To get deeper into die game, Kodak spent
about $750 million for five companies last
year. Kodak also said Thursday it has offered
$35 million to buy the remaining 41 percent
stake in Japanese digital camera supplier
Chinon Industries that it does not already
own.
Kodak's digital businesses generated only
$4 billion, or about 30, percent of the company's $13.3 billion in 2003 sales. It said it
expects digital imaging to account for half of
its profit and 60 percent of sales by 2006.

Norman: an inspiring business owner
NORMAN, FROM PAGE 1

nervous in assisting in such an
undertaking, Dan co-signed bis
daughter's lease without hesitation.
"That made me the silent partner," Dan joked.
Her father continues to give
Norman business advice, but
makes a point to slay away from
the merchandise selection
process.
"I obviously didn't pick out die
clothes," he laughed.
Dan attributes the success of
5-month-old Diversity Boutique
to Norman's "well thought-out
plan."
"She has a done a lot of things
right as far as watching her
expenses, gening an accountant

and getting advice," he said.

Diversity Boutique opened on
August 14 and Norman attributes overcoming the challenge of
opening a store within a month's
period to help from her
"overqualified friends."
It were friends who helped
Norman with everything from
handiwork the store needed to
its interior design scheme.
"Most people couldn't do it in a
month," Norman said. "We
worked really, really hard."
Norman now joins the growing
number of female entrepreneurs
in ihe United States. "The number of women in business is rising and I'm glad to be a part of it,"
Norman said.
Many young women, interested in business and fashion, look

to Norman as a role model when
it comes lo business.
Andrea Nickels, a sophomore
majoring in apparel merchandise and product development,
co-ops at Diversity Boutique and
aspires to open her own small
business one day.
"She is doing right now exactly
what 1 want to be doing," Nickels
said. "I really look up to her."
Despite Norman's success
these few first months, she
admits there are alternate routes
and a variety of ways to go about
opening a business. But she's
learned too much from the experience to have regrets.
"This has been such a learning
experience," she said. "I can
never stop learning"
At the University, Norman is

currently studying recreation
and leisure with a focus in corporate event planning and lias a
variety of plans for the future,
Norman would like to begin
importing fashions from new
countries and possibly open a
second location of Diversity
Boutique at another college
campus in the future.
Whatever her next move is,
Norman is keeping her eyes
open for change,
"If you don't go on change and
trends - you will be out of business," she said.
Editor's Note: Erin Norman
will speak at the Women's Center
on Wednestlayfivm noon -1 p.m.
in l07Hanna Hall. Norman will
discuss her experience as a young
female entrepreneur.

Douj Drey»f AP Plwto

DAY IN COURT: Former U.S. Rep. Bill Janklow, R-S.D., center, leaves
court yesterday after his sentencing.

Janklow'goofy'
says prosecutor
JANKLOW, FROM PAGE 1

A prosecutor called the scenario "goofy" and said Janklow
concocted it as an excuse for
going71 mph in a 55 mph zone in
his Cadillac.
Janklow announced his resignation from the House hours
after the verdict.
Janklow was state attorney general in the 1970s before serving a
total of 16 years as governor and
then winning South Dakota's lone
House seat in 2002.
Over three decades, lanklow
charged ahead with his vision for
the state, winning over voters in
heavily conservative South
Dakota with his tough-talking,
often abrasive style.
I le made South Dakota a major
center for credit-card issuers such
as Citibank, saved rail service in
most of the state, and used
inmates to wire schools for highspeed Internet access.
But he also made many enemies over his unwillingness to
compromise, his insults and

attacks on opponents and hitpenchant for cutting comers.
Janklow made no secret of his
need for speed. He received 12
speeding tickets from 1990 to
October 1994. A month later, he
was elected to the third of his foui
terms as governor and nevei
received another ticket in the
state.
"Bill Janklow speeds when he
drives — shouldn't, but he does,"
Janklow said in a 1999 speech to
the Legislature. "When he gels the
ticket he pays it, but if someone
told me I was going to jail for two
days for speeding, my driving
habits would change."
Janklow would have been up
for re-election next November.
His resignation from Congress
became effective Tuesday.
A special election will be held
June 1 to pick someone to serve
out [he remainder of his term,
giving Democrats an early chance
to pick up a seat in the narrowly
divided House. The seat will
remain vacant until then.

McDonald's was the first
fast food franchise to
locate on Wooster Street

From the director of LEGALLY BLONDE

KateBosworth TopherGrace JoshDuhamel
In every love story, there's only room
for one leading man.

419-352-0717
FALL 2004 APARTMENT LEASING
East Marrv Avenue Apartments
(516 & 522 E. Merry Ave.)

Field Manor Apartments

Close to Campus

Only a Few
Left!
Frobose Rentals

(519 Leroy Ave., 542 & 560 Frazee Ave.)

919 Melros* Bowling Gratn

352-9392

Frazee Avenue apartments
• (624 & 656 Frazee Ave.)
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished
Dishwashers/ garbage disposals

MANAGEMENT

af Bemefleledl 670 Frazee

130 E. Washington St. Bowling Green

Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Baths,
new kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
Call For Details!!
GOING FAST!

Efi425 E. Court Street

2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished
Dishwashers/ garbage disposals

SIGN UP TODAY I
HOUfS: Monday-Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green OH 43402

www.greenbrlarrentals.com
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TAD HAMILTON f
DREAMWORKS PICTURES PRESENTS A HSHK/WICK PROOJCTION
"WW A DAJEWITH1AD HAMILTON!" KATEBOSWORTH TOPHBt GRACE
JOSH DUHAMEL wm SEAN HAYES AW NATHAN LANE sumnSS LAURA WASSBtMAN AND DARREN HIGMAN
■WARD SHEARMUR HWUIAMS.BEASLEY GAIL LYON """IP DOUGLAS WICK AND LUCY RSHER
AROBERTLUKETICFILM

Jay-Mar Apt*. Quiet housing
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building. A/C. Gas heat.
Starting at $510
The Homestead - Graduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C, on-site
laundry, ceramic Me. soundproof
construction, dish-washers, skylights,
vaulted ceilings.
Additional Site to Choose from'
Summit Hill

We'll lake care of you. Best price,
well maintained, privacy and deadbott
security, large apartments.
24-hr Maintenance

H IGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

www.bKhighlandmgml.com
M
igh
liigliljiul^wcnet.org

DVD • VIDEOS • TOYS
BACHELORETTE • BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
k. A A
CANDLES • SOAPS • GIFT BASKETS
WED
LOTIONS • MASSAGE OILS
LADIES DAY
SELECTIONS
!0\, OFF
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

^Lingerie $<mtioue*
www.myadultwarehouse.com

1—lHM MM »tmu,tl*n* I Mof 1MB loMtB

Coming soon to theatres everywhere

419-354-6036
The Highlands- Graduate
housing One bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building A/C. Quiet!
Starling at $395

•0 ADULT MART WEST IB'

™niCT0M™g„0BrarE<^» °g^g^WK^ygjJMwu'+Ji
www.winadilnrithladhiiiiltori.coti

lilGHlANlT

18 &
OLDER

'0 MINUTFS FAST OF BOWLING GRF FN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

COUNT R RT fi & 23
419-288-2131
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Internet program targets student cheaters
Seventy-five percent of students say they have cheated at
in college, according to studies at Duke University.
As a result, a special Internet-based program called
Turnitin is being marketed to academic institutions. The
program scans papers and matches them with billions of
documents it has stored.

CAMPUS
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HK calendar of events is taken from
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Ba.m.-6p.m.
3D Stone, oil, Photography
and Ceramics Exhibit
Union Galleries
8:30-9:30a.m.
Operation of equipment In
technology equipped
classrooms: training session tor
[acuity
and staff.
22b' Obcamp
I0a.in.-5p.ni.
Battle of the Bands Info. Table
Union lobby

THE BLOTTER
Wednesday, Ian. 21:
Complainant reported students
having pellet guns in Batchelder
They were paintball guns.

7-10p.m.
India Film Viewinga
Sponsored by the India
Student Association
318 Union

i i.i.in. ipiii.

Chinese New Vear Party
1 ii ket Sales
rhe Chinese Student and
Scholars Association will sell
tickets and recruit volunteers
for their Chinese \ev\ Year
Party
Union lobby

H::tllp. m.-12a.m.
Grad night at The Pub
Sponsored bv the Craduate
Student Senate.

12:30-2p.m.
Professional I tevetopment
Series: "Financial Seminar"
financial questions will lie
answered by certified
speaker.
107ll(iniKi Hall

11p.m.
IIAO Movie: "School of
Rock"
Union Theater

Studies employ trickery
to explore obesity in U.S.
By Andrew Martin
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

University police assisted the Ohio
i State Patrol at the airport.
The University police assisted with
security at Owens Community
College.
Complainant reported gunshots
were heard in the area of Conklin
Unlounded by ollicers.
THERE ARE
£^
i 2 CREDIT CARDS <
FOR EVERY
PERSON IN THE
UNITED STATES

fc

V'Af

CHAMPAIGN, III. —On a brisk fall morning, professor of marketinn. nutritional science and agricultural economics Brian vVansink
welcomed four graduate students to his lab for what they thought
was a taste test of tomato soup
Unbeknown to the students, two of the four soup bowls were
rigged to remain lull, fed hy hidden mix's. Twenty minutes later, the
two students were surprised to learn their bowls had supply holes in
the bottom and that they had eaten a third more than their colleagues,
That lest is one of the experiments the University of Illinois'
VVansink has conducted to figure out why people often eat more than

they should.,
Wansink is among researchers nationwide who arc studying how
external (actors ftom packaging to advertising to dining companions
influence eating behavior. lAperiinenls show that people do MM slop
earing when their Stomachs tell them to and in some cases oiler

lessons that could help to curb the obesity epidemic in America

Falcon Basketball /£
bgsufalcona.com

iw

BGSU vs. Kent State
Wednesday
Jan. 28th 7:00 p.m.
Anderson Arena

Pholos Courtesy ot: www.movies.com
RESULTS ARE IN: Members ot the College Critics Association, founded by movies.com in the fall, have
chosen "Gigli" (top left) as the "worst movie of 2003" and "The Lord of the Rings: The Return ot the
King" as the "most anticipated holiday film ot the year". The CCA is sponsoring a movie review competition with finalists meeting Roger Ebert and Richard Roeper and the grand prize winner being able to
attend a taping of the critics' show.

CCA: hosting movie
review writing contest
The College Critics
Association is offering
prizes to movie lovers
who voice their views.

( ollege Critics Competition.

POISI

WRITER

Colleges across the count] are
beginning to participate in the
competition for the College
Critics Association.
I he
College
(lilies
Association was founded In
movies.com in the fall.
Movies.com began in March
2000. providing movie news,
showtimes, ticket prices and a
-rice liiinni movieschosenrbran
audience's delightful entertainment S4ovies.com i"> owned In
the Walt Disney Internet Croup.

four movies for the finalists to
watch as well as attend cocktail
receptions and a Ixiok signing.

The competition is providing

students with the opportunity to
give their opinion on a movie by

submitting a movie review
By Rachel Bobak

Hichard Roeper
Ebert and Roeper will choose

The CCA is having a competition being dubbed the Top

According to Susan Iran.
MI'KX I'ublic Relations, the goal
ofmovies.com is an "outreach to

even campus as much as possible as well as an outreach to all
colleges with free membership,"
she said. "Movies.com Is willing
to make ,i voice ol the college
students''
An editorial staff ol three to five
I let iple will sei ve as judges for the
competition. Three individuals
H ill be chosen as finalists.
finalists will be board the
Disney Wonder cruise to the

During the cruise, Ebert and
Roeper will then choose the
grand pri/e finalist to accompany them to Chicago later in the
yen fo] the taping ol their show.
According to Trail, she said
that CCA members can give
each other ideas and feedback
through online chat sessions.
Editors Notes

To register for the iiioeics.com
community visit wwiucollegecrUics.com
in submit (( movie review for
the
contest
eisit:
movles.go.com/ccaJfeatures/topcrities.lwnl.

Bahamas with Roger I ben and

ILG.S.Il. GjosjpeC Cfioir Tresents
Tne 1st 'Annuaf Traise TestivaC
Featuring Jonathan (Dunn
SATURDAY, JANUARY 24TH
7:00 P.M.
IN THE UNION BALLROOM
Tickets are $7.00 ana are Bursarable
Come join guest choirs from all over the state of Ohio
If there are any questions, email: bgchoir&hotmailxom

Students come out and show your support
and don't miss out on your chance to be a
contestant in the Pepsi Challenge and
possibly win a Falcon Prize Pack or a PS2
courtesy of Pepsi!

'IH

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU Ticket

GREENBRIAR, INC.

9

& '*OCL

419-352-0717 ■>
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Available or Fall 2004
Heinz
Apartments

PASTA <& SUBS

rating Our 25th Anniversary

451&424FrazeeAve.
818 N. Enterprise

Campbell Hill
Apartments
2+3 Bedrm town-

Mercer
Manor

Columbia
Courts

323 & 331

903-935
Thurstin Avenue

South Mercer Rd

house w/ 11/2 baths,

urday, Jan. 14

th "
I DAY
CELEBRATION

Everything's Coming Up 25!

3 Bedrm,2 Bath w/

full basement,

3 bedrm, 2 bath

3 bedrm, 2 bath,

fireplace, furnished,

washer/dryer

w/ fireplace, A/C,

furnished.

microwave,

Starting at

furnished,

$82S/mo +

dishwasher and

utilities

microwaves, A/C,
garbage disposal,

25

All
M

6 & 12" Subs

25' Coke & 25' Refills
♦ Dine In or Call Ahead for Pickup (no delivery) ♦
Other menu items available at regular prices.
Additional parking at Best Western - courtesy of Tom Baer

- 1432 E. Wooster

419-352-4663

hookup, A/C, garbage
disposal, and
dishwasher

and dishwasher.
Starting at

2 bedrm starting
S790/mo-t-

garbage disposal.

utjlities

Starting at

91/2 mo. lease +

3 bedrm starting

S760/mo +

utilities.

SIOOQ/mo + iitlroes

utilities

S900/month

Hours: Monday-Friday 9am-5pm, Saturday 9am-1pm
check out our website at

www.greenbriarrentals.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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"Unemployment."
"Frasicr"star KELSEY GRAMMAR, on whal's
next for him once his sitcom ends its 11 -year run in May.
(no»s»»*duunl

OPINION

Loans: benefits today, burdens later
College tuition has been
climbing here in Ohio and across
the nation for the past few years.
The University is not exempt
from these tuition hikes.
With these factors, many students are asking themselves (and
their parents) "How am I going to
pay for college now?"
Some students are fortunate
enough to have their college
tuition paid for in full by their
parents, whether it lie a loan or a
gift. However, for those students

who do not share in this luxury,
they must rely on other forms of
financial aid.
Some common forms of
financial aid an- scholarships,
grants, work-study programs and
student loans According to Craig
Cornell, director at the Office of
Student Financial Aid, alxiut 50
percent of students using financial aid are taking loans — making it the most common form of
financial aid.
Students rely on loans to pay

for tuition because they can't find
a job that pays well enough or a
class schedule that allows them
to work 40 hours. Even if they
find a way to work 40 hours a
week, it is unlikely that the job
will pay enough to pay for housing expenses, books, food and
tuition costs Thus, it is nearly
impossible for a student to go
through their college career
without utilizing some form of
financial aid,
I lowever, students must be

Athletes work hard for success
KHARY
JACKSON
Opinion Columnist
At the end of this month, most
American television sets will lie
turned to one annually worshiped event: the Super Bowl. It
is the biggest event of the year
for both football fanatics and ratings executives, not to mention
the lucky advertising companies
that can actually afford to get a
time slot or two
It is the time for all sorts of
parties ranging from the popai nl I)(ii id is type to file stripclub-with-a-television-in-fhecorner type. People will be cashing their hard-earned paychecks
and hedging bets on the next
kings of pigskin while stumbling
from the deadly combination of
cheap beer and unbridled passion — a combination usually
restricted to college dance clubs.
Shouts will be heard, voices
will be lost, glasses will be broken, tears will be shed and
money will be made. In the
midst of it all remains a group of
people who wonder: what's the
big deal?
Sports, to these people, are
overrated and often brutish. Who
wants to see grown men knocking each other's heads off their
shoulders? Is it really that exciting to watch a ball fall through a
net? Is hockey really a sport, or
just figure skating with sticks?
These questions really cannot
be answered to the satisfaction
of those who ask them, because
the judgment is already made.
On the flip side, sports enthusiasts may ask what would be so
interesting about watching a
national spelling bee. The judgment is already made, and we
see which side won that discussion when we turn on the televi-

sion.
Some people may ask, arc
sports the only interesting
things? Aren't they just a bunch
of men — and women — getting
paid exorbitant amounts of
money to play simple games?
Why do they get rich while the
people who maintain the sewage
system don't?
Clearly, making sure our
streets aren't overrun literally
with crap is more Important
than watching Brett lavre RBI
knocked over like a rag doll while
he hurls a football to the opposing receiver (oops.)
Yes, it is more dramatic, but at
the end of the day, sports don't
change the world, right? And
.urn': athletes just academic
underachicvers that benefit from
their size and strength and
speed?
If they were puny and out of
shape like the rest of us, they
wouldn't be doing much with
their lives, right?
And herein lies the problem.
While we appreciate the entertainment value of sports, we
don't really give them much
respect. We say they get paid to
play games. Well what is business management except a more
elaborate form of Monopoly?
We've already watched as
countless executives were sent
directly to jail without (Kissing
'Go' or collecting $200. But business is highly respected. We say if
they were puny and out of shape
like us they wouldn't do much.
Well we don't know these people.
We don't know if that running
hack was an aspiring chemist or
not. We just know that right now
he is a running back
Who knew that Magic lohnson
would become such a successful
businessman? So we can't rightfully assume that sports was
their only option.
Yes, I think they are overpaid

(along with entertainers), but
there was an incalculable
amount of work and dedication
that got them there. There were
millions of kids who want to
carry a football or shoot a basketball or become a Mighty
Duck, but how many of them
actually made it? linilid Estevez
doesn't count.
Sports, for these athletes, are
life itself. They live and breathe it.
That is ti ie only way they could
make it into the big time.
There arc injuries, depressions, blood and tears that we'll
never know about that preceded
their SI million paychecks, And
they put themselves on the line
every time they go out there.
Now ask yourself: if you had
the chance to become a professional athlete, would you really
be able to make the sacrifices
that they make?Would you really
demonstrate the dedication and
discipline required?
If the answer is yes, then you
have every reason to applaud
them. If the answer is no, then
you have every reason to admire
them, and hope that one day
you can reach the personal level
or growth that they have.
Yes, athletes have faults like
the rest of us. The difference is
that their SCreW-ups get televised. And no, athletes aren't
going to end war and cure AIDS.
But they can serve as shining
examples of what we can do
when we push ourselves to our
limils — and then transcend
them.
They can show us how to gel
our own home runs, score our
own goals, to take a big risk and
have the universe shout, "It's
gooooooood!"
And we can have our own
championship party, in the privacy of our hearts. 1 low about a
game?

careful not to abuse the financial
aid system — especially loans.
The primary purpose of financial aid is to help students pay for
college tuition. Still, there are
some students who rely on loans
to pay for other expenses such as
rent, on-campus living costs, car
payments, insurance payments
and other various bills. This is a
mistake.
Loans, as we are sure you all
know, have to be paid back at
some point in time — with inter-

How are you staying
warm during
these cold days?

DAN STANOWICK
SENIOR, JOURNALISM

"The afghan that my
grandmother
made for me."

AMANDA PALATAS
SENIOR, IPC
"Not leaving my
house.'

L0RI JONES
FRESHMAN,
PHYSICAL THERAPY

sen-CLARX. COULD YOU
Respowo-ro some CHARTS
«oM tewR RWALS ?TrtCf'Re QUeSTi'oNirvG
Y0\JR CReDeNTiAlS
£ A DetAOCRAT.

KATIE ELLAS
FRESHMAN,
ART EDUCATION

7 wear long Johns all
day, every day."

•-?-'

warning and get a pan-time job,
even if you have to work on the
weekends or at night. Try and
schedule your classes so that you
can cither work in the mornings
or in the evenings.
Most students would benefit
from having a job while going to
school. It helps them prioritize
their lime and it teaches them
responsibility. Granted, it may be
rough having a job and going to
school at the same time, but you
will save money in the long run.

Bush deserves to
PEOPLE have another term
0NTHE STREET

"Our room is frosted.
There is no warmth."

vjaew ttw ftAVe A MoMewr,

est That is the key word: interest.
What this means is that after
you pay for college completely,
you will still have money left to
pay on the loans due to interest.
In fact, according to www.newspress.com, the average college
student racks up $17,000 in debt
while completing their bachelor's
degree.
This statistic should be a
warning to those students who
use loans to pay for expenses
other than tuition. Heed the

JAMES
KUTKOWSKI
U-wire Columnist
I-or years now, Democrats
born in traditionally
Democratic states with strong
Democratic leaders have
begged for a candidate who
could run for the presidency
and win without scandal and
baggage.
Bill Clinton was a great leader
and a great president, but his
personal life made America
want a breath of fresh air in
2000.
Not even the boy scout-like Al
Gore could survive the backlash
of the Clinton era. In one of the
narrowest elections in history,
the Democratic Party saw its
best chance for lengthy control
of the White I louse dissolve
with a candidate who could not
win his own state.
Before the Bush-Gore election, few people knew who
Osama Bin I-adin was. Even
fewer knew the names of
Saddam I lussein's sons. The
economy was already in a recession but we didn't know, and the
world was about to be rocked
by the most deadly sneak attack
North America had ever seen.
In Bush's four years we have
learned that most of the other
nations of the world despise us
and would like to take our way
of life. They blame our failing
moral compass and use it to
excuse their actions The reality
is that we do not teach children
to become suicide bombers or
take people living in poverty
lightly. They do. They claim they
follow Allah, and Allah has
pushed them to do these things.
Ihere may be some demon in
hell named Allah that is pushing
these leaders, but this is certainly not the same Allah my fatherin-law worships.
We have learned that Islam
has not attacked us. Evil men
attacked us in the name of
Islam, much like Christian radicals murder abortion doctors,
but on a greater scale.
President Bush has responded, not by attacking Islamic capitals like Mecca or Medina, but
by cutting off supplies to Al
Qaeda and by removing
Hussein from power. All leaders
should have the clarity Bush
possesses.
We have learned that economic boom is followed by economic downturn and then economic gain. The Clinton presidency was the largest era of eco-

nomic growth this nation has
ever seen, largely due to the
actions of President Reagan
before him, but Clinton's genius
was to not try to fix what was
working and his "hands-off"
strategy on the economy made
him one of the most popular
presidents of all time. It would
stand to reason that eight to
nine years of boom would be
followed by eight to nine years
of decline, but our economy is
recovering, largely due to the tax
aits on all levels.
Freeing up money for them to
create new wealth only helps in
die end. If we tax the GNP at 20
percent rather than 25 percent
and that results in the economy
growing at a rate of 5 percent
faster, it will only take 10 years
for the economy to make up the
tax loss at the lower rate, and
from there on out the economy
will produce more with a lower
tax rate. Bush knows this as well.
If we cut wasteful spending
such as the National
Endowment for the Arts and
other mindless hobby-horses of
ultra-liberal senators.
Finally, we have learned that
we should know our allies and
enemies. England, Spain and
many others were willing to
back us to force Hussein to follow through with his end of an
agreement with the U.N.
However, Germany, France,
Russia and Canada refused.
Canada would not be such a big
deal except they are a neighboring nation, and Bush is wise
enough to know we must maintain good relations with them.
Germany and Russia have
made it through unscathed. In
fact, leaders of both of those
nations are slowly coming
around. France continues to
have a problem with our foreign
policy.
We have teamed the power of
the American economy to inflict
retribution on an enemy.
According to U.S. News and
World Report, France has seen a
50 percent reduction in tourism.
We have learned that as buyers
and sellers in this economy, we
can help our allies and retaliate
against our enemies with our
spending dollar.
So what does this have to do
with the primary, you ask? \fery
little. Our nation is strong, our
president is a man of value and
leadership and our direction is
proper. I am a Democrat, but 1
will stand up and say I will be
voting for President Bush on .
election day—you should.too.

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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Globetrotters to play
at Anderson Arena

January 23,
2004

The Harlem Globetrotters
will play at Bowling Green's
Anderson Arena tomorrow
night as part of the team's
2004 tour.
Between 3,000 and 3,500
people are expected to annul
the event, according to Scot
Bressler, director of ticket
operations for BGSU.
The only tickets remaining
are general admission at $15
each.
The doors open at 6 p.m. for
the event, which is set to tip
off at 7 p.m.
The team will be in Toledo
to play at Savage Hall tonight.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

BG dives back into action
ByAdamHritzak
SPORTS RtPORTER

Tennis squad set for
opening weekend
The Bowling Green tennis
team opens the 2004 part of
their season with matches
against Michigan State and
Youngstown State this weekend.
The Falcons play the
Spartans tomorrow in East
Lansing, Mich, with action
starting at 10 a.m.
Sunday, Bowling Green
hosts Youngstown State at the
Shadow Valley Tennis Club in
Toledo. Play begins at noon.
In October, the Falcons won
their last two matches of the
2003 season in convincing
fashion. Bowling Green
defeated Wayne State, 7-0 on
Oct. 21. Then, on Oct. 24, the
Falcons repeated dieir shutout
performance with a 7-0 win
over Western Ontario.
The Falcons played in
Michigan State's Spartan Cup
from Oct. 10 through Oct. 12,
but no team scores were kept
at the event.

After six weeks away from
competition, the Bowling
Green swimming and diving
team is well rested and ready to
swing back into action this
weekend.
They will host Marshall
Friday and Ohio University
Saturday in two dual meets.
With such a long layoff, it would
seem difficult to jump back in
and not miss a beat, but BG

head coach Keri Buff remains
optimistic.
"We could be a little bit rusty,
but they're showing really good
improvement in their strength
... they've been working hard
and have a lot of confidence
right now," Buff said. "My goal
for the team is that they get up
and race, go head to head and
put some people out."
The team will be facing tough
competition from this weekend's opponents.

"Marshall is small, but potent
... they have five girls on their
team that are top performers in
the MAC," Buff said.
They are led by sophomore
Milla Kuurto, who is considered
one of the top swimmers in the
Mid-American Conference.
"OU traditionally has been
one of the strongest teams in
the conference and I expect
nothing less of them when they
come here." said Buff.
In their last meet at Notre

I tame, the Falcons put together
a stellar performance led by
freshman Caroline Keating,
who won three events. BG
ended up finishing second in
the invitational, which pleased
Coach Buff.
"We took three days rest
before
the
competition.
Everybody swam out of their
minds, stepped up, and
dropped quite a bit of time oil
their bests," Buff said.
The coach has enjoyed the

FALCONS FALL, 83-80
Late run not
enough for BG
By Elliott Sctireiner
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Falcons to
face tough
opponents
at invite
Bowling Green competes against some
of the Midwest's best
at the U of M meet.
By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REPORTER

After finishing third in last
weekend's quintangular meet,
the BG women's track team
heads to Ann Arbor tomorrow for
the Red Simmons Invitational at
the University of Michigan.
Some of the teams BG will be
facing are Kent State, Toledo,
Central Michigan, University of
Michigan, Michigan State,
Pittsburgh and South Florida.
Facing so many different
teams is sure to be a challenge,
TRACK. PAGE 6

effort she has received from the
team all year, despite being one
of the smallest learns in BG history, Their work ethic has been
great all season and should
lead to continued improvement.
"They've been great," Huff
said, "this is the best team
Bowling Green has had in quite
a while. I can't say enough
about how tough they are and
they'll surprise some people at
the MAC championship."

Ben Swmftr 8G News

LOOKING: Bowling Green's Steven Wright looks for an open player as he drives past a Central
Michigan defender in last Sunday's game. Wright had tive points, including a three-pointer, in
Bowling Green's loss to Toledo last night at Savage Hall.

The battle of 1-75 lived up to
the hype.
The first of two battles
between Toledo and Bowling
Green this season featured the
right blend of excitement,
drama and clean execution as
Toledo held off BG for an 83-80
victory.
"I thought that was one hell
of a basketball game," BG head
coach Dan Dakich said. "Both
teams competed and battled
and I just thought that was one
heck of a game."
The game started out all BG
as an oppressive Savage Hall
crowd had no effect on the visiting Falcons. The Falcons were
able 10 mount a 17-8 lead in the
early going and took a 44-41
lead into the half.
It was Toledo point guard
lustin Ingram that would take a
stand for the Rockets. The
freshman came out of the locker room firing, scoring 10 of the
Rockets' first 12 points of the
second half. Ingram's play
would tie the game up at 52 at
the 14:56 mark.
"The play of Ingram at the
beginning of the second half
was the key to the game,"
Dakich said.
"We went into halftime with
the lead, and said we were
going to win this game," BG
center Kevin Nettcr said. "We

just didn't come out to play |in
the second half]."
The Rockets would use
steady shooting to add to their
momentum and found themselves up 74-64 with just over
five minutes lo play. Shooting
guard Keith Triplet! led the
Rocket attack, scoring 12 of his
game-high 28 points in a sixminute span.
The Falcons wen far from out
of the game at this point,
though. A 9-0 run helped bring
them back into the game and
set the score at 74-7,'i with 4:07
to play.
The battle of 1-75 was about
to go down to the wire.
Four consecutive free throws
from Triplett would put the
Rockets back up by five with
just over three minutes to play.
The next time up the court,
the Falcons were able to gel
N'elter to the line where be connected on both attempts bringing the score to 78-75.
Two free throws for both
loams and a lohii Reimold
three-pointer made the score
even at 80 with just over a
minute to play.
Toledo would hit pay din as
forward
Ricardo Thomas
foughi his way in for a lay up
with 1:23 to play. BG missed

their opportunity to tie the
game up but was able to force
BASKETBALL. PAGE 6

Falcon gymnasts not resting on
last week's accomplishments
By Jason A Dixon
SPORtS REPORTER

Ail it took to stir up the wave of
excitement and expectations for
the Bowling Green State gymnastics team was a season opening victory over Eastern
Michigan.
The Falcons' overall performance may have been an
unmistakable sign of things to
come
Now, it's time for them to take
their show on the road to compete against Southeast Missouri
State (1-0) - a team they have
beaten in the last three meets.
SJL Missouri St. is coming off
a first place finish at the Hamline
Quadrangular Meet with a score
of 185.075.
"Southeast Missouri State had
a low score in their first meet, but

we know they "This is going to be second best in
school history
are a very good
a very competitive and earned
team," coach
MidDan Connelly meet for us, but it's her
American
said
during
going to tell us
Conference
Wednesday's
practice. "The
where we are right Gymnast-ofthe-week
team is really
now and what we honors.
confident and
The
last
they're ready to
need to work on."
go out and pertime the two
teams
met
form well."
DAN CONNELLY,
was during
S.E Missouri
GYMNASTICS COACH
the 1999-00
St. is led by Katie
Brown (36.625), Tara Boldt season when the Falcons cap(37.675) and Ashley Godwin tured the win with a 190.175
(37.70), each of whom competed team score.
in all four events last week.
"This is going to be a very
BG, which recorded a team competitive meet for us. but it's
score of 193.450 in their first going to tell us where we are right
meet, was led by co-captain now and what we need to work
Melissa Popovich, whose all- on," Connelly said.
Co-captain Pia Sjovall, who
around score of 39.225 was the

posted a score of 9.800 on the
balance beam, said BG is ready
to put the first meet behind
them.
"We're all excited about the
way we performed last week, but
we know we can do belter," she
said. "We had a gocxl week of
practice and now our main goal
is to go out and kick some butt."
The Falcons will be without
first-year gymnast Bethany
Kennel, who broke her foot during practice and is expected to
miss 4-6 weeks, according to
Connelly.
"We're pretty disappointed for
Bethany, but everyone is going to
have to step up and perform well
in place of her, until she is able to
come back." he said.
The meet is scheduled to
begin at 7 p.m.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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ROUTINE: Bowling Green gymnast Kristin DiPietro competes in the
floor routine during the Falcons meet against Eastern Michigan.
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Venus advances to round two
ByMmPye

problems that kept her out of
action since July.
MELBOURNE, Australia —
And Williams wanted to up the
After six months on the sidelines, ante on her second serve, to
Venus Williams knows her game experiment with handling some
needs work.
pressure.
And the experience that
Second-ranked Kim Clijsters
comes with winning four Cirand didn't hold anything back in a 6Slam tournaments is helping 0, 6-0 win over Maria Elena
gauge her progress.
Camcrin, a 21-year-old Italian
So she wasn't too concerned ranked 92nd and making her
when she made 23 unforced first appearance at the Australian
errors during a second-round Open.
match yesterday at the
Clijsters is dying to win her
Australian Open against 17-year- first major title.
old Vera Douchevina. a Russian
The reigning men's Grand
ranked 112th.
Slam champions all reached the
Williams is well aware that all third round In straight sets,
that counts is how her strokes Wimbledon champion Roger
feel — and the final score, which l-'ederer eliminated U.S. qualifier
happened to be 6-4, 6-2 in her Jeff Morrison 6-2.6-3.6-4, while
favor.
French Open winner Juan Carlos
"I had a good match. I had a Ferrero ignored pain in his left
few more errors than what I wrist and beat Filippn Volandri 6wanted to. but really the whole 4,7-6 (3), 7-5,
goal was just to keep hitting out,"
U.S. Open champion Andy
Williams said. "I felt that I could Roddick
and
defending
have pulled back, of course, and Australian Open champion
cut my errors in half. But 1 really Andre Agassi reached the third
wanted to go after her."
round earlier. .
She put some extra zing on her
Roddick faces friend and
groundstrokes, and some potential Davis Cup teammate
missed the lines by a fraction.
Taylor Dent, while Agassi brings
She took something off first a 4-5 career record against 1999
serves to work on placement —' Australian Open finalist Thomas
and not because she's concerned Enqvist into their third-round
about the abdominal muscle match.
IHE ASS0CIME0 PHtSS

Sieve Holland M> Photo

MOVING ON: Venus Williams serves during her second round match against Vera Douchevina of
Russia at the Australian Open in Melbourne, Australia, yesterday. Williams won the match 6-4, 6-2,
advancing to the second round where she will play Lisa Raymond,

Old and young: Learning is goal for meet
Messier, Nash
are All-Stars
TRACK, FROM PAGE 5

By Ira Potted
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — New York
Rangers captain
Mark
Messier was added to the
Nlll.'s Eastern Conference
All-Star team yesterday, four
days alter his 43rd birthday.
On the other side of the ice
he'll see Columbus' Rich
Nash, making his All-Star
debut at 19.
Messiei will become the
third oldest All-Star when lie
suits up Feb. H in St. Paul,
Minn. Nash, the NHL goal
leader, will be the first
teenage All Star since Jaromir

lagr and Owen Nolan in 1992.
Nash will be L9 years, z\7
days on game day, making
him the youngest All-Star
since Wendcl Clark, who was
135 days younger in the 19H6
game.
He'll be the third Blue
l.u ketsplayer to appear in the
All-Star game, joining Ray
Whitney last season and
Espen Knutsen in 2002.

Only Ciordie Howe, who
was :>i when he represented
Hartford in 1980, and St.
Louis defenseman Doug
I larvey. 44 in 1969, were older
All-Stars than Messier. I le will
be the fifth to play at least 15
games.
Messier, who passed 1 lowe
On the Nl Ills career points list
earlier this season, leads the
Rangers with 13 goals. 1 le has
1.869 points — second only

to Wayne Gretzky.
His 1.727 NHL games
played trails only Howe.
Messier is tied with Ray
Hourque for the most All-Star
assists with 13 and is fourth in
points with 18.
Five East teammates,
Florida goalie Roberto
LuongOi defensemen Adrian
Aucoin of the New York
Islanders, Nick Boynton of
Boston, and Montreal's
Sheldon
Souray,
and
Washington forward Robert
Lang, were chosen to their
first All-Star game.

but head coach Scott Sehmann
and his squad see this meet as an
opportunity to learn and
improve.
"Our primary goal is to take
another step forward as far as our
fitness level is concerned,"
Sehmann said. "We'll be running
people in different events to see
how they do in a second event.
We also want to work on consistency for those who are running
the same events they ran
Saturday."
With a youthful squad, the
Falcons see each meet as a
chance to learn what they need
to do to be competitive with their
opponents in die Mid-American
Conference.
"This meet will give us a
chance to learn again," Sehmann
said. "The meets in the next couple weeks will tell us what we
have to do to be competitive in
the league. Every meet is a
chance to get better. We have to
take advantage of those opportunities."
If last Saturday's meet serves as
a standard, the Falcons are ready
to continue breaking records and
winning races this weekend at
Michigan and in their future
meets.

UT holds
on for win
as rivalry
goes down
to the wire
BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 5

UT to miss their opportunity to
go up by four.
The only problem is that the
l-'alcons were unable to corral
the rebound and were forced to
foul sharp shooter Sammy
Villegas with 23 seconds
remaining. It appeared that the
BG road to victory just got
bumpier.
But Villegas made just one
free throw, putting BG down by
three with a chance to tie.
Time would stop just one
more time in the game, and
Bowling Green was able to set
up a play with seven seconds
remaining.
The Falcons inbounded to
Austin Montgomery, who
found a wide open John
Iteimold on the wing, but
Reimold's last effort rimmed
out giving the Rockets the 83-80
victory.
"We got the look we wanted,"
Dakich said. "We got it and
missed it. But I'd take Heimold
on that shot anytime."
"I was really disappointed
I with that play]." UT head
coach Stan loplin said. "He
wasn't supposed to get that
shot."
Triplet! would lead all scorers!
with 28. Ingram followed him;
in the scoring column for UTj
with 17 points and Thomas:
would score nine to go with a]
career-high 11 rebounds.
BG also had their share oil
clutch performances. Netter!
and Ron Lewis each scored 23!
lor the Falcons, Netter would*
pull down seven rebounds and!
swat away five shots to go with!
his 23 points.
"I think the players enjoyed it!
and I think the fans enjoyed it,";
loplin said. "This is what a rival-!
ry is all about.

Management Inc.
Ben Swanger 8G News

FOCUSED: Bowling Green's Nicole Standback clears a hurdle at
last Saturday's quintangular meet. Standback and the Falcons will
compete at the Red Simmons Invitational tomorrow.
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NO ROOMMATES?
NO PROBLEM!
WE HAVE A
ROOMMATE
MATCHING
PROGRAM!

FREE Internet in Every Bedroom
Washer & Dryer in Every Apt
Fitness Center & Tanning
On The BGSU Shuttle Route
Resort Style Pool & Hot Tub
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Management Inc.
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Management Inc.
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check website
for complete listing
for next year.
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Stewart jury selection continues
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Seventeen media
organizations
challenge judge's ban
on closed
proceedings.
By Erin HcClam
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Martha
Stewart's lawyer is worried that
jurors at her stock-fraud trial mistakenly think the style-setter is
charged with insider trading.
Robert Morvillo twice raised
the issue with U.S. District Judge
Miriam Goldman Cedarbaum
this week between interviews of
potential jurors, according to
transcripts released yesterday.
"These jurors are coming in
here thinking that she has been
charged with criminal insider
trading,"
Morvillo
said
Wednesday.
The judge replied: "I will see to
it that the jury does not believe
that there is a charge of insider
trading."
Stewart is accused of lying to
investigators and misleading
investors in her own company
about why she sold 3,928 shares
of ImClone Systems stock in
2001, just before it plummeted on
a negative government decision

on an ImClone cancer drug.
The government says she was
tipped that ImClone founder
Sam Waksal was trying to sell his
shares. Waksal has admitted getting advance word of the government decision and pleaded guilt)'
to insider trading. But Stewart
was never accused by the government of knowing about the government report.
A jury of 12 is expected to be
seated Monday at the earliest.
Stewart arrived at the federal
courthouse on yesterday, smiling
widely, waving twice and giving a
thumbs-up to seven supporters.
The fans — shouting, "Go
Martha! Innocent!" — carried
placards that spelled out "SAVE
MAKrHA!" in pastel colors, and
some brandished silver kitchen
utensils like whisks, slotted
spoons and spatulas.
Stewart did not speak to
reporters as she left court in the
evening. Juror interviews are to
continue this morning.
Stewart claims she and her
broker Peter Bacanovic, who is on
trial with her, had a standing
order to sell Stewart's ImClone
shares when the price fell to $60.
rinding a pool of about 50
prospective jurors from which to
select the final 12 has proved a
delicate process.
Many potential jurors have

The Sisters of Phi Mu would
like to congratulate our newly
initiated members:
A
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SUPPORT: John Small, left, holds a sign and wears a chef hat in
support of Martha Stewart in front of the United States Court House
in New York Tuesday.

tions, including The Associated
Press, are challenging the ban.
Prosecutors argued in court
papers yesterday that if the proceedings were opened, prospective jurors would feel inhibited
upon "realizing that the full force
of national — if not international
— press attention was directed,
even for a matter of minutes,
exclusively at them."

president- Monica Rodriguez
Vice president of Chapter DevelopmentMeredith Walker
Vice President of Committees- Diana Y$urbante
'Treasurer- Amu \3iedenhach
Secretary- Emily Ream
Recruitment- Melissa Dugan
New Member Educator- Abby 'Jones
Panhel Representative- Katie Qordyan
Social Chair- Mamie Molen
Scnolarship.Chalr- Laura Mudd
House Manager- Claire Hauser

Congratulations Ladies!I
'I'M 'I'M <I>M <I>M 'I'M "'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M

It's Lease Signing Time for V4-V5

NEWIPVE
Rentals
■
•
■
■

Undergraduate, Graduate, and Professional Housing
No parental guarantee needed
Professional Management Team
Pets permitted in some rentals

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620
1332 S. Main
www.newloverealty.coml
Bowling Green newloveinfo I newlovorontals.com

^

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

■
■
■
■

Student Class/Discount Ait fare Worldwide
Cxpert Travel Advice
Eurail. Britrail. lapan Rail passes
Budget. Camping. Adventure &
Contiki 18-15 Tours
■ International Student /Youth Identity Cards
■ Spring 8reak Packages...and more!

I SOj^Eltl^] cash, checks

1 Large, 1 Item

*7**
NO coupon
^necessary^

*
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Vineyard
Church
in Bowling Green

demonstrating passion for God &
compassion tor people..

Sunday @ 10:30 am
meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

• Great earning potential
• Flexible hours
• Valuable sales experience
Students must have excellent communication skills.
be highly motivated and have own transportation.
The position runs March-May.

S*e the ¥¥orU your wmy

Toll Free
i-8oo-592-CUTS(2887)
www.traveicuts.com

For more information contact Tonya Whitman at
372-0430 or twhitmaC" bgnct.bgsu.edu. Applications must
be turned in no later than February 6th!

Make I0HN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE

in your search for affordable housing!

EFFICIENCIES
451 TH1IRSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
wilh lull balh. stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395 .(M). One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Renlal Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
SI7 K. REED STKKF.T- At Thurstin. furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh. School Year- One person Ratc$475.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $400.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year- One Person Rate- $39500. One YearOne Person Rale- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh. School Year- One Person Rale$450.00. One Year- One Person Rale- $400.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year- One Person Rate- $420.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $370.00.
K.39 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundahle pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check »ith Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rales.
517 E. RF.F.I). At Thurstin. furnished or Unfurnished
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $610,00.
One Year- Two Person Rale $510.00.
SO.SCl.OI'OH STREET- Hehind Kinko's. furnished or
Unfurnished. One balh + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
615 SECOND STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One balh. School Year-Two Person Rale- $620X10.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $520.00.
4112 HlliH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rale- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rale $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
hath. Vanity in each hednxim. School Year-Two Person Rate$62000. One Year- Two Person Rale- $52000.
840-851) SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths, School Year-Two Person Rale- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale $530.00.
707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH ft H.M SEVENTHI inmshed or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rate- $54500. One Year- Two Person Rale$450.00.
724 S.COl.I.EOE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- S640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rale- $480.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Saturday8:30 to 5:00
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Yiliil ■ M
no Limn -

/
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KTRAVELCU1S

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am
(papa)

We love you!

Student Publications is now accepting
applications for a sales account executive.

Call the Student Travel Specialists:

"All Day, Everyday"
"

Andrea Vantafmi
Rifle. White
Lisa Yearsin

Earn Experience &
A Paycheck!

TRAVEL EHSY

Congratulations to the new
3 Executive Officers of Phi fllul

\ nitric Lambert
liridget Tighe

1180 North Main Street ■ Bowling Green. OH 419 666.6117

i There is a 1 in 5 chance that a U.S. workings
'woman will earn more than her husband.
Uly
■p\l 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M <I'M

Heather Kavacs

1

..arniiit \

heard about the case from the
news. The judge appears inclined
to allow those with vague knowledge of the case on the jury, provided they assure her they can
decide the rase on die evidence.
The media are relying on transcripts of the juror interviews
because the judge has barred
reporters and the public from
watching, even though such proceedings arc typically open.
Seventeen news media organiza-

TWrifl liurger
Kari BunneLsttr
In 11 m Fine
Melissa I'lvtclicr
Tiffany (iorhn
Samli Hiiiiun

I^^P^^

FRIDAY
January 23,
2004
NEXT WEEK: Check
out next week's issue
to read just how good
Ingram Hill's CD
really is; Page 9

www.bgnews.com/pulse
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 98 ISSUE 81

get a

Tife

calendar of events
Friday
11 p.m.
Shantee
Howards Club H
11 p.m.
The Big Creak
Nate and Wally's
11 p.m.
Sugar Daddies
Brewster's
11 p.m.
UAO Presents "School of
Rock"
Union Theater 206

Saturday
11 p.m.
Wickedlung and the
Wooklar
Thunderbirds are Now
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
Outlaws Eye&Eye
Nate and Wallys
11 p.m.
Banana Fudge
Brewster's
9:30 p.m.
HelpWanted
Goiterjelly
Fricker's

Sunday
Hv Sean Corp
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents "School of
Rock"
Union Theater 206
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Calendar is compiled by
Nichole Rominski. Contact
her at nromins@bgnet
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Benefit
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Detroit rockers find home, reality in BG
Q&A
By Georje C. Vwbranz
PUISC *RI!l»

For a while, il seemed like the
Detroit River had been rerouted
to carry its musical exports
directly into the mainstream.
The English music magazines
found their shaggy-haired goldmine in the Motor City, and it is
them who may have been
responsible for the fame that die
White Stripes and AndrewW.K.
enjoy today. Now that the hot
spot has seemingly moved East
to New York City, some forwardthinking musicians in Detroit are

able to focus on action rather
than fashion.
Thunderbirds Are Now! take
the hcrky-jerky rhythms of Devo,
lay them under sharp dancepunk guitar, and top it off with
Altractions-on-speed synthesizers and yelped, spastic vocals.
Live, they have ail the spontaneity and energy of Iggy Pop. Most
of their shows start widi a calm
introduction, and some have
ended with blood, vomiting and
nudity, albeit small amounts.
Their last Bowling Green performance in August filled

I loward's Club U with one of the
biggest crowds the club has seen
since the aforementioned
AndrewW.K. played there last
Winter.
Thunderbirds Are Now! will
bring their party arms and their
newest material back to
I towards Saturday night.
Q:Wlio are the band inembers?
A: Hyan Allen: vocals, guitar
Scott Allen: keyboards, vocals,
percussion, samples; Mike
Durgan: drums; Many Smith:
bass.

WITH RYAN ALLEN OF
THUNDERBIRDS ARE
NOW!
Q: How did the band get
together?
A; Marty and Mike started a
band called One Trip One Noise.
Their guitar player quil, so they
asked me to join. I was playing

ih 1111 is in a band called Ked Shin
Brigade al the time along with
Scott, but thought it would be
fun. We played two shows, then
changed our name. RSB broke
up around the same time, so we
started focusing more attention
to TAN!, and asked Scon to join
on keyboards.
i,i: What bands have influenced TAN!?
A: The Jackson 5 and Gang of
Four.
Q: What has TAN! released?
A: ()ne self-released record, an
HP called AimllwrOnc

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

/ fypnotized By... and a hill length
called Doctor, Lawyer, Indian
Chief.
Q: Do you feel that lieing from
such a rich and scrutinized
musical region is an asset or a
liability to your band?
A: The IJetroit scene is really
quite a joke. There's more focus
on the way bands look than on
how they sound, and if you've
got the right friends, you're all set
to become the next big thing for
BIRDS, PAGE 9

THE PULSE
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1963-19691 SECOND IN A SEVEN-PART SERIES

An era that rocked the
nation, comes down to 2
i so frightening that it's funny.
The response from Dr. Strangelove, a
former Nazi nuclear scientist, is priceless
Best Album:
as he rationally concludes, "such a
Bob Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited device would not be a practical deterrent for reasons which at this moment
(1965)
must be all too obvious." The morbid
Imagine if a master chef prepared a table
humor in this movie is that the personfull of all your favorite foods, but you were
nel in charge of the nuclear bombings
only allowed to eat one of them. After plenty
spend most of their time bickering and
of deliberation, you could probably make a
placing blame while the world's fete is in
choice, but it wouldn't stop the other foods in
peril.
front of you from smelling great.
The acting in this film is top notch.
Such is the dilemma in trying to select just
First off, you have Peter Sellers in three
one album as the "very best" from quite posroles (President Muffley/Mandrake/Dr.
sibly the most celebrated five year span in
Strangelove) and nailing all three of
pop music history. When push comes to
them. Each character is completely
shove, you can jot down a title, but odds are,
orig-inal and inspires laughter whenever
you will never be completely satisfied with
they are on screen. The only thing more
your decision. No matter how good your
astonishing than Seller's performance is
choice may be, all those other albums just
that he doesn't steal every scene he's in.
sound way too good to ignore.
So, this week's album of the era could easily This is due to a brilliant performance by
George C. Scott (as the very immature
be accompanied by an asterisk, or a question
and overzealous General Turgidson) and
mark or any other indicator of the fact that I
Sterling I layden (as the crazed General
couldn't really make up my mind.
Ripper).
Nevertheless, I cleariy managed to write
It is vital that we believe the charac
something down, and that something is Bob
ters' actions are based on their personalDylan's Highway 61 Revisited.
ity and not just a part of the script. The
So why, after the years of the British
dialogue between the characters is
Invasion, Motown and psychedelia, would a
absurd but believable, which is a good
Bob Dylan album rise to the top? Well, it may
way to describe this movie. Absurd in
not be as beloved as the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper
the way that "fluids" is the main factor
(1967), as beautiful as the Beach Boys' Pet
for a nuclear war. Believable in that
Sounds (1966) or as mind blowing as the limi
incompetence from our military and
Hendrix Experience's Are You Experienced?
politicians is the reason for a nuclear
(1967) but there is still a valid argument for
war.
classifying Highway61 Revisited a notch
above its peers.
If anything, Dylan's closest competition in
this somewhat unnecessary little contest
Coca-Cola
could be himself, as many critics rate Blonde
was originally
on Blonde (his 1966 album) as his true mascolored
terpiece. Nonetheless, having been released a
green!
year earlier, Highway 61 is significant not only
for the undeniable greatness of its songs, but
for the immeasurable influence it had on
almost every rock album that followed it.
In the early sixties, Dylan had been the darling of the folk music world, armed only with
an acoustic guitar and a series of hit protest
songs in the style of Woody Guthrie. Never
content in any particular niche, however,
Dylan went electric in 1965, sparking plenty
The BG News will not knowingly
of backlash from his established fan base. On
accept advertisement thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination
Highway 61 Revisited, he enlisted the help of
against any individual or group on
master blues guitarist Mike Bloomfield and
the basis of race. sex. color, creed,
first-time keyboard player Al Kooper to give
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veterthe album its vibrancy and edginess. Dylan
an, or on the basis of any other
was now a full fledged rock poet, and it didn't
legally protected status.
take the rest of the world too long to recognize the brilliance of his new direction.
It didn't take his fellow artists too long to
notice, either. On many of Highway 61 s clasTravel
sic tracks, you can hear hints of some of the
great music on the horizon in the late sixties.
"Like a Rolling Stone," the opening track and
*1 Spring Break Panama City $199!
one of the greatest songs of all-time, showed
7 Nights. 6 Free Parties, Free Covers & Drinks. 5 Day Spring Break
songwriters like lohn Lennon and Mick lagger
Bahamas Cruise $279' Cancun, Jahowapopsongcouldbe lyrically complex.
maica. Nassau $529! Daylona $159!
"Tombstone Blues" and the title track helped
www.SpnngBreakTravel.com
set the groundwork for the garage rock
1-800-678-6386
stylings of Lou Reed and the Velvet
CALL THE
Underground. The biting social commentary
STUDENT-TRAVEL EXPERTS!
of "Ballad of aThin Man" helped usher in a
Ride the Vodka Train...call lor details! Cancun/Jamaica/Spnngbreak
bolder type of protest music for artists like
packages
still available. Call/Book
Marvin Gaye and Crosby, Stills and Nash.
Online: 1-800-592-CUTS (2887)
ITierc can be little doubt, as well, that Jim
www.travelcuts.com
Morrison and limi Hendrix were listening
caretully to the surreal, poetic musings of the
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
album's epic finale, "Desolation Row."
"• SPRING BREAK •"
All in all, an awful lot of rock 'n' roll roads
Book early and save $$!
World's
longesl Keg Party seem to intersect at Highway 61. So, why not
Free beer all week!
rank it the best of its time? Even Dylan himself
Live band & DJ Wei T-shirt,
once said, "I'm never gonna be able to make a
Hard Body & Venus Swim wear
record better than that one." So if you discontest. Suites up to 12 people.
agree, put the blame squarely on Bob's shoul3 pools, huge beachfront hot tub.
lazy river ride, water slide.
ders.
By Andrew dayman
PULSE WRITER

Photo Provload

A NEW ALBUM FOR OLD FRIENDS: Band members from left to right; Keith Maxwell Button, drums; Jim Koch,
lead vocals; Paul Graves, bass guitar and Aaron Bright, keyboards and background vocals.

A feat for Big Creak
By Nicholc Rominiski
PULSE WRITER

It's one thing lo be a musician but it
is a completely different thing for a
group to be successful enough to quit
their jobs and become full-time professional musicians.
With the recent member changes,
it is more than impressive that The
Big Creak has accomplished this
huge feat. So it wouldn't be surprising
if Nate & Wally's Fishbowl will be
packed tonight. And it doesn't hurt
that a few members are University
alumni as well.
The Big Creak includes members
)im Koch, lead vocals and guitar;
Aaron Bright, keyboards and guitar;
Keith Maxwell Button, drums and
Paul Graves, bass.
The group was formed while
singer/songwriter Koch was attneding the University in 1996. However,
the band has shifted its hometown to
Columbus where they experienced
some member changes as well as a
name change.

The band's name was drawn out,
literally, of a hat as Big Creek, a town
in Ohio. Then, as new members came
and old members left, the band
changed the name by adding the "a,"
making it The Big Creak.
"It's kind of a weird name," says
keyboardist Aaron Bright, "But that's
kind of our motto. Bad name, good
music."
The members themselves are a litde "weird" says Aaron, as he reveals
that he is the only band member to
have a tattoo. This may not seem too
odd because most bands do have tattoos nowadays. However, this tattoo
is of piano keys. Cute, isn't it?
If that isn't enough to make this
band appeal to you, songwriter Koch
was president of his high school
band.
"I was a big nerd in high school. I
didn't get my party-on till I started at
BG," said Koch.
The band is influenced by a vast
group of bands including Billy loel
and Van Halen. "That makes us origi-

THE BIG
CREAK
JUST LEFT HOME
Opulent Records

ward
FINDER'S TOP TEN
1. Evanescence Fallen
2. No Doubt The Singles.-19922003
3. Offspring Splinter
4. Johnny Cash Unearthed
Boxset
5. Hoobastank The Reason
6. Alicia Keys The Diary of Alicia
Keys
7. The Darkness Permission To
Land
8. Something Corporate North
9. Story Of The Year Page
Avenue
10. Red Hot Chili Peppers
Greatest Hits

TOP 5 DVDs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Bad Boys II"
"Freddy vs. Jason"
"American Wedding"
"Blue Collar Comedy Tour"
"Spike Jonze: Work Of A
Director'

WFAL 5 Albums On
The Rise
1. Phantom Planet Phantom
Planet
2. Horrorpops Hell Yeah
3. Petracovich Blue Cotton Skin
4. Ani DiFranco Educated Guess
5. Ned Evett & Franck Vigroux
Ned Evett & Franck vigroux

I invite you to listen to just one
song on this CD. If your foot is tapping by die end of it, you've come to
the same conclusion as I have; the
songs are catchy. And it's not like
other CDs that you buy for one song
with hope that he rest is just as
good. With this CD, there isn't any
"hoping" involved, it's just plain
good.
It's hard to explain how tnily awesome this CD really is. Songwriter
Jim Koch captures what most people have felt and puts it all to words
with ease.
This is especially true with a song
entiUed, "Half the Night." The song
is about going out to party when
you really shouldn't. This is something over half of University students can relate to.
"You can take your night/ you can
go to bed on time/.... life just don't
seem right/ 'Less you do a little
wrong/You can't afford half the
night/ But you still go on and on."
The song talks about something
so simple as going to a party, and
gives a reason to do so. How could
students not like that?
The music is a combination of all
of the band's influences. In the end,
the band Is a mix of rock, power pop
and roots. Whichever you want to
call it, it's impressive.
Indie-Music.com says, "These
songs will hijack your brain." They
don't leave anything out If in one
song the keyboardist has a mellow
interlude, the next song will have a
fast-paced melody for him to play.
And it's the same for the odier band
members.
The Big Creak makes this CD fun
to listen to. If not for the lyrics, then

nal. All of our influences come out in
our music," said Bright.
However, on this CD, the songs are
mosUy based on personal experience
rather than musical influence.
"The songs express our oudook on
life. Kind of a 'Life is what you make of
it' type deal," said Koch.
Their newest CD Just Left Town was
created to show that die band has
grown and matured through the past
few years. Hie design on the CD's
cover symbolizes this, hence, the butterfly.
"It's because of a few reasons. The
butterfly has three stages and this is
our third release. The CD shows the
band's maturity over die years and
how we've 'grown into our wings,'"
said Bright.
Just left Home is being released
March 2, 2004. The band will be
headlining tonight at Nate & Wally's
at 11 p.m. If you're looking for a good
time and good music, don't be left
out, and prepare to be awed by this
truly talented band.

just for the beats themselves. Buy
this CD, it's worth it.
-Nichoie Romiiiski

ANI
DIFRANCO
EDUCATED GUESS
Righeous Babe Records

3

Soulftil, poetic, entrancing; these
are just a few terms that come to
mind when I think of Ani DiFranco's
latest release, Educated Guess.
Stripping down for this CD, her
twenty-first solo album, DiFranco
recorded on vintage reel-to-reel
equipment in a shotgun shack in
her hometown of Buffalo. l>urposely
allowing herself only eight tracks
and happy to add accidental sounds
such as falling rain and passing
trains, DiFranco's end result is an
album as intimate and invendve as
her work has always been.
DiFranco not only plays all the
instruments and provides the lead
and backing vocals, but for the first
time in her career, she single-handedly did all the recording and mixing. The content of Educated Guess
is pretty incredible too.
On the songs, "Bubble" and
"Swim," DiFranco sings of past loves
and lessons learned. On the spokenword track "Grand Canyon,"
DiFranco addresses the connection
between patriotism and dissent and
also supports the "coolest F-word
ever" - feminism, which she
believes is a birthright of both men
and women.
In addition, Educated Guess contains a small specially-bound book
including original artwork by
DiFranco and three additional
poems currentiy unavailable anywhere else.
Cool. Very, very cooL

-Andrea Willielm

T-birds to fire up stage tonight
BIRDS, FROM PAGE 8
become the next big thing for about
twelve seconds. We tend to do things
the old-fashioned way, by playing
whatever shows we want making
friends with great bands, people
around here and trying to have a
sense of humor about everything.
Q: Do you feel that TAN! is a better
experience on a record or at a live
performance?
A: It seems to vary. Live, we play
really fast and sometimes it's hard to
tell what's going on. On record,
things seem to make a bit more
sense. Live, I think we really shine. It
tends to be best when people are
familiar enough with our songs so

even if you can't tell what's going on,
you can sort of hear the song in your
head anyway.
Q; What has been the biggest
accomplishment that the band has
made?
A: One of our greatest accomplishments is learning how to pee in chip
bags and pop bottles while on the
road. Another accomplishment was
getting to play with tons of amazing
bands that we look up to, and making great friends with some of them.
Q: What was your favorite record
of 2003?
A: Mine was the Shins' Chutes Too
Narrow, but I know we all enjoyed
records by the Mars Volta. the
Decemberists, Prefuse 73, the

Rapture and )ay-Z this year. Marty
still really likes the Posies.
Q: How does playing in Bowling
Green compare to playing in
Detroit?
A: Playing in Detroit can be
likened to doing a rock show in a
morgue full of well dressed hipsters.
Playing in BG is like doing a show In
the middle of a zoo catastrophe, as
the elephants, lions and tigers run
loose on the grounds. We prefer the
latter to the former. All the kids in BG
have really treated us very nicely and
have always come to our shows prepared to have a great time. We're not
sure if it is the mini-pitchers they
serve at Howard's, but we'd like to
believe it's because they like us.

I

Classified

372-6977

ByleffVank
PUISE WRITER

Best Film:
Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Bomb" (1964)
"I became aware of it during the physical
act of love"
These are the words uttered by General
Jack D. Ripper explaining when he first
became aware of "fluoridation", a communist plot to poison the water of Americans
and lead to the eventual fall of capitalism.
To counteract this, the good colonel has
instructed Captain Kong to drop a nuclear
bomb on Russian soil. Ripper hopes that
doing this will force the American armed
forces to go on an all-out assault against
the Soviet Union and topple the communist threat He knows that there will be
casualties, but he truly believes the ends
justify the means. Meanwhile in the war
room of the White House, the President is
frantically doing everything he can to avert
a nuclear holocaust.
That is the premise for Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and Love the Bomb." It is scary
how timeless this story is. This material has
been done as a melodrama ("Fail Safe")
and as an action thriller ("Sum of All
Fears"), but it works best as a satire with
dark comedic undertones.
The President's name is Meridn
Muflley for god's sake (for those of you
unfamiliar with the term merkin,' I refer
you to Webster's for a good laugh). The
plausibility of how a nuclear war could be
started and how people in power act when
they realize that Armageddon is coming.

jel skis, parasail.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
www.sanapipflrLieacgn.coni

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS.
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.stslravel.com
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now!
Call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!
Or visit
www.Sunchase.com
SPRING BREAK DAYTONA
Best Ocean Front Hotels,
Lowest Prices. 800-881-9173
www.daytonawelcomecenter.com

Services Offered
Unlimited Tanning. Semester $65
1 mo unlimited. $30. Booths or beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889.

Personals
INTRAMURAL
4 PLAYER FLAG FOOTBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 27
INTRAMURAL CO-REC
INNER TUBE WATER POLO
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 26
INTRAMURAL
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN 28
Unlimited Tanning. Semester $65
1 mo unlimited. $30. Booths or beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889
Wes Clark lor President in BG.
Interested?
Contact: chawkeyabgnel.bgsu.edu
Classifieds Continued on pint 10

Intentional Retake lBest image Possible
January 23,
2004
NEXT WEEK: Check
out next week's issue
to read just how good
Ingrain Hill's CD
really is; Page 9

www.bgnews.com/pulse
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get a

life

calendar of events
Friday
II p.m.
Shantee
Howards Club H
11 p.m.
The Big Creak
Nate and Wallys
11 p.m.
Sugar Daddies
Brewster's
11 p.m.
UAO Presents "School of
Rock"
Union Theater 206

Saturday
11 p.m.
Wickedlung and the
Wooklar
Thunder bit (Is are Now
Howards Club H
11 p.m.
Outlaws Eye&Eye
Nate and Wallys
11 p.m.
Banana Fudge
Brewster's
9:30 p.m.
HelpWanted
Goiter jelly
Fncker's

Sunday
By Sean Corp
PlJtM *l. 11 R

9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents "School of
Rock"
Union Theater 206
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Detroit rockers find home, reality in BG
Q A
By George C. Viebranz
PU(S( WRI'lR

lor a while, it seemed like the

able to focus on action rather

I towards Club H with one of die

drums in a band called Red Shirt

than fashion.

biggest ciouds the club has seen

Brigade at the time along with

since (he aforementioned

Scott, but thought it would be

ThunderhirdsAre Now! lake

1 K'iroil River had been rerouted

the herky-jerky rhythms of I levo,

Andrew U.K. played there last

fun. We played two shows, then

to cany its musical exports

lay them undei sharp dance-

Winter.

changed our name. RSH broke

such a rich and scrutinized

up around the same time, so we

musical region is an asset or a

started focusing more attention

liability to your band?

directly into (lie mainstream.

punk guitar, and top ir off with

Ihe Knglish music magazines

Attractions-on-speed

Ibund their shaggy-haired gold-

ers and yelped, spastic MicaK.

mine in the Motor City, and it is

live, they have all the spontane-

SUIIIICM/

ThunderbirdsAre Now! will

bring their parry arms and llieir
newest material back to
Howard's Saturdaj night

them who may have been

ity and energy oftggy Top. Mosi

responsible for the fame that the

of their shows siart with a calm

White Stripes and Andrew W.K.

Introduction, and some have

enjoy today. Now that die hot

ended with blood, vomiting and

Scott Allen: keyboards, vocals,

spot has seemingly moved East

nudity, albeit small amounts,

percussion, samples; Mike

to New York City, some forwardthinking musicians in Detroit are

llieir last Bowling (ireen performance in August filled

(): Who are the band memben?
A: Ryan Allen: vocals, guitar

WITH RYAN ALLEN OF
THUNDERBIRDSARE
NOW!
Q: I low did the band get

together?
A: Many and Mike started a
band called One IVip One Noise,

Durgan: dnims: Marty Smith:

I heir guitar player quit, so tfiej

bass,

asked me to join. I was playing

to TAN!, and asked Scott to join
on keyboards.
QtWhal bands have in Ilu
enced TAN!?
A: The lackson.") and (lang of
Four.

..,-;■;.;,

**&"

Q: Do you feel that licing from

A:The I letroll scene is really

quiteajoke. rhere's morefbeus
on the way bands look than on
how thej sound, and If you've
got the right friends, you're all sel
to become the next big thing for

Q: What has TAN! released?
A: One sell released record, an
EP called Another One

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS ATWWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE
1

Hypnotized By... and a lull length
called Doctor, laivyer. Indian
1 hie]
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An era that rocked the
nation, comes down to 2
By Andrew dayman
PULSE

URITIR

Best Album:
Bob Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited
(1965)

A NEW ALBUM FOR OLD FRIENDS: Band members from left to right; Keith Maxwell Button, drums; Jim Koch,
lead vocals; Paul Graves, bass guitar and Aaron Bright, keyboards and background vocals.

A feat for Big Creak
By Nichole Rominiski
PUISE

WRIHR

[ft one thing lo be a musician but it
is a completely different thing for a
group to be successful enough to quit
their jobs and become full-time professional musicians.
With the recent member changes,
it is iiniic than impressive that The
Big Creak has accomplished this
huge feat. So it wouldn't lie surprising
if Nate & Wally's lishhowl will be
packed tonight. And it doesn't hurt
that a few members an University
alumni as well.
The Big Creak includes members
lim Koch, lead vocals and guitar;
Aaron Bright, keyboards and guitar;
Keith Maxwell Button, drums and
ftjul Craves, bass.
The group was formed while
singer/songwriter Koch was attneding the University in 1996. However,
the hand hits shitted its hometown to
Columbus where they experienced
some member changes as well as a
name change.

BG

The band's name was drawn out,
literally, of a hat as Big Creek, a town
in Ohio. Then, as new members came
and old members left, the band
changed the name by adding the "a,"
making it The Big Creak.
"It's kind of a weird name,' says
keyboardist Aaron Bright. "But that's
kind of our motto. Bad name, good
music"
The members themselves are a little "weird" says Aaron, as he reveals
that he is the only band member 10
have a tattoo. iliis may not seem loo
odd because most hands do have tattoos nowadays. However, this tattoo
is of piano keys. Cute, isn't it?
If that isn't enough '" make this
band appeal lo you, songwriter Koch
was president of his high school
band.
"I was a big nerd in high school. I
didn't get my partv-on till I started at
BC," said Koch.
The band is Influenced by a vast
group of hands including Billy loel
and Van llalen. That makes us origi-

THE BIG
CREAK
JUST LEFT HOME
Opulent Records

Billboard
FINDER'S TOP TEN
1. Evanescence Fallen
2. No Doubt The Singles: 19922003
3. Offspring Splinter
4. Johnny Cash Unearthed
Boxset
5. Hoobastank The Reason
6. Alicia Keys The Diary of Alicia
Keys
7. The Darkness Permission To
Land
8. Something Corporate North
9. Story Of The Year Page
Avenue
10. Red Hot Chili Peppers
Greatest Hits

TOP 5 DVDs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Bad Boys II"
"Freddy vs. Jason"
"American Wedding"
"Blue Collar Comedy Tour"
"Spike Jonze: Work Of A
Director'

WFAL 5 Albums On
The Rise
1. Phantom Planet Phantom
Planet
2. Horrorpops Hell Yeah
3. Petracovich Blue Cotton Skin
4. Ani DiFranco Educated Guess
5. Ned Evett & Franck Vigroux
Ned Evett & Franck Vigroux

nal. All of our influences come out In
our music." said Bright.
I lowever, on this CD; the songs are
mostly based on personal experience
rather than musical influence.
"The songs express our outlook on
life. Kindofalife is what you makeof
it' type deal." said Koch.
Their newest CYilusi left'limn was
created to show that the band has
grown and matured through the past
lew years, The design on the CD's
cover symbolizes this, hence, the butterfly
"It's because of a few reasons. The
butterfly has three stages and this is
our third release. The CD shows the
hand's maturity over the years and
how we'ic grown into our wings.

said Bright
lust Left Home is Ix'ing released
March 2. 2004. The band will be
headlining tonight at Nate & Wally's
at 11 p.m. If you're looking for a good
time and good music, don't he left
out, and prepare to be awed by this
trulv talented hand.

just for the heals themselves. Buy

this CD, Its worth it
■Nichole Rominski

ANI
DIFRANCO

I invite you to listen to just one
song on Ibis CD. If your foot is lapping by the end of it, you've come In
the Mine conclusion as I have; the
songs are catchy. And it's not like
other CDs that you buy for one song
with hope that lie rest is just as
good. With this CD. there isn't any
"hoping" Involved, it's just plain
good.
It's hard to explain how truly awesome ihis CD really is. Songwriter
lim Koch captures what most peo
pie have felt and puts it all to words
with ease.
This is especially true with a song
entitled, "I lalf the Night. The song
is about going out to party when
you really shouldn't. This is something over hall of University students can relate to.
"You can take your night/ you can
go to lied on time/.... life just don't
seem right/ 'Less you do a little
wrong/You can't afford half ihe
night/ But you still go on and on."
The song talks about something
so simple as going to a party, and
gives a reason to do so. I low could
students not like that?
Hie music is a combination of all
of the band's Influences, In die end.
die band is a mix of rock, power pop
and roots. Whichever you want to
call it. it's impressive.
liidie-Music.com says, "These
songs will hijack your brain." They
don't leave anything out. If in one
song the keyboardist has a mellow
interlude, the next song will have a
fast-paced melody for him lo play.
And it's die same for the other band
members.
The Big Creak makes this CD fun
to listen to. If not for the lyrics, then

EDUCATED GUESS
Righeous Babe Records
Soulful, poetic, entrancing; these
an' just a lew terms that come to
mind when I lliink of Ani Dil-'ranco's
latest release, educated (luess.
Snipping down for ihis CD, her
twenty-first solo album. DiFranco
recorded on vintage reel-to-reel
equipment in a shotgun shack in
her hometown of Buffalo. I'urpusely
allowing herself only eight tracks
and happy to add accidental sounds
such as falling rain and passing
trains, Dilranco's end result is an
album as intimate and inventive as
bet work has always been.
Dil ranco not only plays all the
Instruments and pmvides the lead
and backing vocals, but for the first
time in her career, she single-handedly did all the recording and mixing. The content of Educated Guess
is pretty incredible too.
On the songs. "Bubble" and
"Swim," Dihranco sings of past loves
and lessons learned. On the spokenword track "Grand Canyon."
1 KFranco addresses the connection
between patriotism and dissent and
also supports the "coolest I'-word
ever" - feminism, which she
believes is a birthright of both men
and women.
In addition, l-dueated Guesscontains a small specially-bound book
including original artwork by
I )il ranco and three additional
poems currently unavailable anywhere else.
Cool. Very, very cool.
-/\nclnii Willuim

T-birds to fire up stage tonight
BIRDS. FROM PAGE 8
become the next big thing for about
twelve seconds. We tend to do things
the old-fashioned way, by playing
whatever shows we want, making
friends with great bands, people
around here and trying to have a
sense of humor about everything.
Q: Do you feel that TAN! is a better
experience on a record or at a live
performance?
A; It seems to vary. live, we play
really fast and someUmes it's hard to
tell what's going on. On record,
things seem to make a bit more
sense. live, I think we really shine. It
tends to be best when people are
familiar enough with our songs so

even if you can't tell what's going on.
you can sort of hear the song in your
head anyway.
i >: What has been the biggest
accomplishment dial the band has
made?
A: One of our greatest accomplishments is learning how to pee in chip
bags and pop bottles while on the
road. Another accomplishment was
getting to play with tons of amazing
bands that we look up to, and making great friends with some of them.
Q: What was your favorite record
of2003?
A; Mine was the Shins' Chines Too
Narrow, but I know we all enjoyed
records by the Mars Volta, the
Dcccmberists, Prefuse 73, die

Rapture and lay-Z this year. Marty
still really likes the Posies.
Q: How does playing in Bowling
Green compare to playing in
Detroit?
A: Playing in Detroit can be
likened to doing a nick show in a
morgue full of well dressed hipsters.
Playing in BG is like doing a show in
the middle ofa zoo catasurophe, as
the elephants, lions and tigers run
loose on the grounds. We prefer the
latter to the former. All the kids in BG
have really treated us very nicely and
have always come to our shows prepared to have a great time. We're not
sure if it is die mini-pitchers they
serve at Howard's, but we'd like to
believe it's because they like us

Imagine if a master chef prepared a table
full of all your favorite foods, but you were
only allowed to eat one of them. After plenty
of deliberation, you could probably make a
choice, but it wouldn't stop the odier foods in
front of you from smelling great.
Such is the dilemma in trying to select just
one album as the "very best" from quite possibly the most celebrated five year span in
pop music history. When push comes to
shove, you can jot down a title, but odds are,
you will never be completely satisfied with
your decision. No matter how good your
choice may be, all those other albums just
sound way too good to ignore.
So, this week's album of the era could easily
be accompanied by an asterisk, or a question
mark or any other indicator of the fact that I
couldn't really make up my mind.
Nevertheless, I clearly managed to write
something down, and that something is Bob
Dylan's HiglnvaySl Revisited.
So why, after the years of die British
Invasion, Motown and psychedelia, would a
Bob Dylan album rise to die top? Well, it may
not be as beloved as the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper
11967), as beautiful as the Beach Boys' Pet
Sounds (1966) or as mind blowing as die limi
1 lendrix I-jcperience's Are You Experienced?
(1967) but there is still a valid argument for
classifying Higliwaytil Revisited a notch
above its peers.
If anything, Dylan's closest competition in
this somewhat unnecessary little contest
could lie himself, as many critics rate Blonde
on Monde (his 1966 album) as his tnie masterpiece. Nonetheless, having been released a
year earlier, Highway til is significant not only
lor the undeniable greatness of its songs, but
for the immeasurable influence it had on
almost every rock album that followed it.
In die early sixties. Dylan had been die darling of the folk music world, armed only widi
an acoustic guitar and a series of hit protest
songs in die style of Woody Gudirie. Never
content in any particular niche, however,
Dylan went electric in 1965. sparking plenty
of backlash from his established fan base. On
Highways! Revisited, he enlisted the help of
master blues guitarist Mike Bloomfield and
first-time keyboard player Al Kooper to give
the album its vibrancy and edgincss. Dylan
was now a full fledged rock poet, and it didn't
take the rest of the world too long to recognize the brilliance of his new direction.
It didn't take his fellow artists too long to
notice, either. On many of Highway 6l's classic tracks, you can hear hints of some of the
great music on die horizon in the late sixties.
I ikea Rolling Stone." the opening track and
one of the greatest songs of all-time, showed
songwriters like lohn Lcnnon and Mick lagger
bow a pop song could be lyrically complex.
Tombstone Blues" and the tide track helped
set the groundwork for the garage rock
stylings of Inu Reed and the Velvet
Underground. The biting social commentary
of "Ballad ofa Thin Man" helped usher in a
holder type of protest music for artists like
Marvin Gaye and Crosby. Stills and Nash.
Then Can be little doubt, as well, that Jim
Morrison and limi I lendrix were listening
carefully to the surreal, poetic musings of the
album's epic finale, "Desolation Row."
/Ml in all, an awful lot of rock n' roll roads
seem to intersect at Highways!. So, why not
rank it die best of its time? liven Dylan himself
once said, "I'm never gonna be able to make a
record better dian that one." So if you disagree, put the blame squarely on Bob's shoulders
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Best Film:
Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Bomb" (1964)
"I became aware of it during the physical
act of love"
These are die words uttered by General
Jack D. Ripper explaining when he first
became aware of "fluoridation", a communist plot to poison the water of Americans
and lead to the eventual fall of capitalism.
To counteract dlis, the good colonel has
instructed Captain Kong to drop a nuclear
bomb on Russian soil. Ripper hopes that
doing diis will force the American armed
forces to go on an all-out assault against
the Soviet Union and topple the communist direat. He knows thai there will be
casualties, but he tnily believes the ends
justify the means. Meanwhile in the war
room of die White House, the President is
frantically doing everything he can to avert
a nuclear holocaust.
That is the premise for Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or How I Darned to Stop
Worrying and lave the Bomb." It is scary
how timeless diis story is. This material has
been done as a melodrama ("Fail Safe")
and as an action thriller ("Sum of All
Fears"), but it works best as a satire with
dark comedic undertones.
The President's name is Merkin
Muflley for god's sake (for those of you
unfamiliar with Ihe term 'merkin,' I refer
you to Webster's for a good laugh). The
plausibility of how a nuclear war could be
started and how people in power act when
they realize that Armageddon is coming.

i ; so frightening that it's funny
The response from Dr. Strangelove, a
former Nazi nuclear scientist, is priceless
as he rationally concludes, "such a
device would not be a practical deterrent for reasons which at this moment
must be all too obvious." The morbid
humor in this movie is that the personnel in charge of the nuclear bombings
spend most of their time bickering and
placing blame while the wortd's fate is in
peril.
The acting in this film is top notch.
First off, you have l*cter Sellers in three
roles (President Mufflcy/Mandrake/Dr.
Strangelove) and nailing all three of
diem. Each character is completely
original and inspires laughter whenever
they are on screen. The only thing more
astonishing than Seller's performance is
that he doesn't steal every scene he's in.
This is due to a brilliant pcrioi inane e b)
George C. Scott (as the very immature
andoverzcalousGeneral lurgidson) and
Sterling I layden (as the crazed General
Ripper).
It is vital that we believe the charac
ters' actions are based on their personality and not just a part of the script ihe
dialogue between the characters is
absurd but believable, which is a gootl
wily to describe this movie. Absurd in
the way that "fluids" is the main factor
for a nuclear war. Believable in diat
Incompetence from our military and
politicians is the reason for a nuclear
war.

Coca-Cola
was originally
colored
green I

The BG News
Classified
372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
accept advemsemems ih.ii discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race. sex. color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual onenlation. disabiliu . status U .i ' clcr
an. Of on the basis of an) other
icjtaiK protected status'

Travel

#1 Spring Break Panama City S199!
7 Nights. 6 Free Parties. Free Covers & Drinks. 5 Day Spring Break
Bahamas Cruise S2791 Cancun. Jamaica. Nassau S529! Daytona Si 59'
ywm.Sprin9BreakIravel.c0m
1-800-678-6386

CALL THE
STUDENT-TRAVEL EXPERTS!
Ride the Vodka Tram call tor details' Cancun/Jamaica/Springbreak
packages still available. Call/Book
Online: I-800-592-CUTS (2887)
www.Uavelcuts com
PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL
— SPRING BREAK —
Book early and save S$!
World's longest Keg Party •
Free beer all week!
Live band S DJ Wet T-shirt.
Hard Body S Venus Swim wear
contest Suites up to 12 people,
3 pools, huge beachfront hoi tub.
lazy river tide, watet slide.
jet skis, parasail.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
sacon.com
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS,
America's ffl Student Tour
Operator. Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now'
Call I-800-SUNCHASE today1
Or visit
www Sunchase.com
SPRING BREAK DAYTONA
Best Ocean Front Hotels,
Lowest Prices. 800-881-9173
www.daytonawelcomecenter com

Services Offered
Unlimited Tanning. Semester S65
1 mo unlimited. S30 Booths or beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Personals
INTRAMURAL
4 PLAYER FLAG FOOTBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN 27
INTRAMURAL COREC
INNER TUBE WATER POLO
ENTRIES DUE JAN 26
INTRAMURAL
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN 26
Unlimited Tanning. Semester $65
1 mo unlimited. $30 Booths or beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889
Wes Clark tor President in BG.
Interested''
Contact: chawkayiabqnet.bosu edu
Ctasstfiods Continued on page 10
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Best Image Fossibie
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200 1
NECr WEEK: Check
out next week's issue
to read just how good
Ingram Hill's CD
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life

calendar of events
Friday
11 p.m.
Shantee
Howards Club H

II inn
The Big Creak
Nate and Wally's
11 p.m.
Sugar Daddies
Brewster's
11 p in
UAO Presents "School ot
Rock"
Union Theater 206

Saturday
11 p m.
Wickedlung and the
Wooklar
Thunderbirds are Now
Howards Club H
11 p.m.
Outlaws Eye&Eye
Nate and Wally's
11 p.m.
Banana Fudge
Brewster's
9:30 p m.
HelpWanted
Goiterjelly
Fricker's

Sunday

By Sean Corp
m. Fi '■

9:30 p.m
UAO Presents "School of
Rock"
Union Theater 206

i link
is back thanta in
i n. MM- darling ol < iminnaiis
inn.ii acene, MIHI he is read) in
.iM.n i (hose 'mil "l todays |>n'
h.i. I.IH .1 on the fringes "I the
mainstream one "I us most ceh
in.HI il up .mil coming musicians
hat delivered a new > D thai win
make \iin reexamfne mush jmu
thoughl iln'il null youi (advert
Ullhnitonis
f reekbass (a.kj. Chris Sherman)
was bom in one of the cultural
hotbeds of funk music in Cincinnati.
Ohio and is the young protege of
one of the Godfather's of funk.
Bootsy Collins. While the dun
sivnis .in unlikely in.ilih, niusu
brought limn logethei and
loaned a bond thai has produced
an imaluaMi' friendship for Imth
Hi MM and i uvkluss

Monday
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe

Tuesday
Comedy/Open Mike Night
Easy Street Cafe

Wednesday
Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe

rhencwl DtYomPteekbass.'The UrtoFroshel
Underground MM prod
■! i» Boots) ;ti hh
home i■ •«i■ i.1111•;.i.ti iii«ii.ii|.i iirii.iii Studios and
features main lunk\ t nllins enflaboratoa imlud
Ingl .HIMK nlliiv. IIIH kethcadand BemieWofrel
ihi \ii is I resherUndetgiound" i* a refreshing
smtplisiii |ni|i punk The songs are a collection of
bombastic party songs and slower meditative tunes
that are emotionally powerful but still deliver a very
distinct bass thumping funk flavor. Il is a nit IM.I
i
nl liinkumsjr ami mi mil' ismnir aware ilian
I livkfiass | vetl llli'lilli'nllllii 11 Is in allinn.ltlon
nl his favorite niusii and ash jab at everyone ebft
\n maitiM il die song Is sinu nl fast, fun or soul
fnl one (hfng ahvays remains constant: I nvkhass
lias the strength ol his convictions I he album is
aluinsltnialK devoldof front Spiritual meditations
.ni.i questions nl reittftonshlps gunc hail aliniml
Inn ihr album nrvri get* bogged down II is a \ei\
nice balance and has.simpleand yet loft) goats be
Even more interesting than the album itself is the
story of its chief creator, Freekbass. Borfl ami raised
in i in. ii in. ill i il in i !u'\\asr\iMs«\l in a wide van

was interested m tin' tunk\ sounds ol Stevic
Wonder, Midnigiu Mai. M\ Slime and rtrrBantent,
whii Ii was liimi.sl In niini'iithri than Iniiiir turn
lor llonts\ I nllins
I In transferred In nil high school Into a perform
ingiuls school In ordei to stud) musk In an iittei
Vtew with Kiss I innlii'is magaxtuchc said. "I ai'tn
all\ st.iitisl out as a duiiumei. llieu moved ml Ml

Thursday
11 p.m.
Black Swamp Players
Benefit
Howard's Club H

music, i hr hass is always tvltai bit me dtehaniesi
One m tin- innsi fascinating things about
I uvkluss. aside linni his name, is thi' luxslom hi*

Calendar is compiled by
Nichole Rominski. Contact
her at nronuns@bgnet

brings in praying the baas while .a itte same rime
being i*t) -. i. null, in ins approai h He Is like an
alisll.nl paillh'l wlln inir.l ltr-1 1. .nil Imw In .haw
IIH iniin.iiii.ilni perfci rh before lu..iiiartisit<,ill\
illslnll II
i W rci end) talked about '"■• approai h to playing
the has. in ».11: \l.i(;.i. Ine. "Every beat is important
in music," he said "but to get in perfect sync with
"The One is paramount with the funk I ii'" il VOU
are not playing on the onei yuti need lo make sure
the one la toll hard and heav)
On slapping s|\le hi'sank I think nl nt\ iliiunhas

snare, so when I m slapping I'm i rearing a heal lite
same wax adtumrnei would'
I nvkii.iss .iis.i SII\'SS,',I tlte ImportaiK c ot ptaj
mi: Innk with nihi'i Instruments besides Hie hass
lliis practice is \n\ evtdeitl on Ins new i 1) as u
briitas a 21st ccnmri Aavoi to tlte rtittk genre Not
lust a series ol Iteav) hass Inks and syudtesized
rhythms,hraiiils.i wKlevnrtet) nl itisutuueritsinto
the mix including guitars.' Bridles, banjos and
pianos.
Thi' llinsl liupnilanl nursttOU however, is how
did hi' i:«'i il«' I" Jin' name ol I reckbass? liii the
answri Mm h.iM' In gi.i all ihr \\.i\ hock lo his (list
meeting wnh i iillahni.imi and blend IWxitst
< nllins

In the inul ?His. I nvkkiss ithi'ii known asi hns
Sherman] ami a friend wete askis.1 to pla\ mi a
compilation hnu lleuriiis tribute alhum I hi'
nt'iiidiugsi'ssiiin ha|i|H'msl lii take plat r aM nlliiis
hnini' iivniilnu: siiulin When Chris laid down his
bass track Bootsy Collins was immediately
impressed and scieamed, "Play that freaky bass,
baba! I inni ib.il iiinnuiit on be has been known
as I uvkluss ami has IHVII impressing people with
liisln-akv ahiliiii'si'wi since.

Detroit rockers find home, reality in BG
Q A
By George C Viebraiu
■

Forawhile.il seemed like the
Detroit Hivi'i had been rerouted
in i any its musical ex|Kins
ilnri lly Into the mainstream.
i im English music magazines
found iheir shaggy-haired gold
mine in the Motor (lity, and it is
them who may have been
responsible lor the lame thai the
White Stripes and AndrewW.K.
enjoy today Now that the hot
s|«)i has seemingly moved East
in New Vork (lity some forwardthinking musicians in Detroit are

able to lex usonai ikin rathci
than fashion.
I hunderbirds \re Notvllakc
theherky-jerk) rhythmsol Devo,
la) them under sharp dance
punk guitar, and top ii mi witii
Alliai'lions-oii spivil synthesi/

ersand yelped, spastic MM als.
Live, die) have all ihespomane
ii> andenerg) ol \pn\ fttp Mosi
ol thcil shows start wilh a i aim
iniiniliic lion, and some have
ended with blood, vomiting and
nudity, albeit small amounts,
Their last Bowling Green pel
formance In Vugusi lilted

Howard's Cluh 11 with one ol the
biggest crowds the i lub has seen
since lite aforementioned
tiulii'w v\.K. played iherclasi
Winter.
fhunderbirds VreNowiwill
bring their party arms ami iheii
ni'wi'si material back lo
I lowards Satunla) night.
QjWho arc die band mem
bers?
A: Ryan dlen: voi als, guitar
s^nii Allen: keyboards, vocals,
percussion, samples; Mike
Durgan:drums Main Smith:
hass

WITH RYAN ALLEN OF
THUNDERBIRDS ARE
NOW!

QIHOH did the band get
together?
v Mart) and Mikcstartcd a
band called One Trip One Noise
rhcir guitar player quit, so the)
asked me to join. I was playing

drums in a band called Red Shin
Brigade al the time along with
Scott, Inn Ihouglil ii would lie
ftin.We played two shows, then
changed out name. RSI) broke
up around die same time, so we
started focusing mure attention
lo TAN!, and asked Scon to join
on keyboards.
Q: What bands have influ
enccdTANI?
A: Ihi'lai ksun 5 and Gang of

I Oil I.
r^What has TAN! released?
A:f inn sell released record an
EP called Aiiotlier One

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE
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lly/moli til lly.. ami .1 lull length
i ailed /'oi I'n I.turn, hulmu
Q: Do you feel thai being from
sin ii a rich and scrutinized
musical region is an asset or a
liability io your band?
\: Ihr I ii'iioii scene is mall)
quitca joke, rhere's more focus
on il" waj bands look than on
how ilic) sound, and ifyou've
j;ni the righi friends, you're all set
lo become the next big thing for
BIRDS, PAGE 9
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1963-19691 SKCO.VD IX A SKVK.N I'ARTSEMKS

An era that rocked the
nation, comes down to 2
By Andrew Claym.ni
PU1SE

i i so frightening that it's tunny

A&IU R

Best Album:
Bob Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited
(1965)

|HHH|
Photo Prnyirted
A NEW ALBUM FOR OLD FRIENDS: Band members from left to right; Keith Maxwell Button, drums; Jim Koch,
lead vocals: Paul Graves, bass guitar and Aaron Bright, keyboards and background vocals.

A feat for Big Creak
By Hichole Romlniski
PUISI HIRIlfll
Itfeone thing to lx' a musician hut it
Is .i completely differcm thing for a
group to be successful enough to quit
their fobs and become full-time professional musicians.
With the recent member changes,
ii is more than impressive that Ihe
Big Creak has accomplished this
huge leal. So it wouldn't lx surprising
ii Nate & VVally's Rshbowl will be
packed tonight And it doesn't hurt
that a few members are Unrversitj
alumni as well.
The liig ('leak includes members
lim Koch, lead vocals and guitar
Aaron liright. keyboards and guitar
Keith Maxwell Button, drums and
Paul Graves, bass,
Ihe group was formed while
singer/songwriter Koch was attneding ihe University in 1996. However,
the hand has shifted its hometown to
Columbus where they experienced
some member changes as well as a
name change.

BG
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Billboard
FINDER'S TOP TEN
1. Evanescence Fallen
2 No Doubt The Singles: 19922003
3. Offspring Splinter
4. Johnny Cash Unearthed
Boxset
5. Hoobastank The Reason
6. Alicia Keys The Diary of Alicia
Keys
7. The Darkness Permission To
Land
8. Something Corporate North
9. Story 01 The Year Page
Avenue
10. Red Hot Chili Peppers
Greatest Hits

TOP 5 DVDs
1. "Bad Boys II"
2. "Freddy vs. Jason"
3. "American Wedding"
4. "Blue Collar Comedy Tour"
5. "Spike Jonze: Work Of A
Director"

WFAL 5 Albums On
The Rise
1. Phantom Planet Phantom
Planet
2. Horrorpops Hell Yeah
3. Petracovich Blue Cotton Skin
4. Ani DiFranco Educated Guess
5. Ned Evett & Franck Vigroux
Ned Evett & Franck Vigroux

The band's name was drawn out,
literally, of a hat as Uig Creek, a town
inohio. ihen.asneu members came
and old members left, (hi1 band
changed the name by adding the "a."
making il The Mig Creak.
"Its kind of a weird name." says
keyboardist Aaron Bright, "But that's
kind of our motto. Bad name, gooil

music"
I he members themselves are a little "weird" says \ainn, as he reveals
thai he is the only band member to
have a tattoo. I his may not seem loo
odd because most bands do have tat
ions nowadays. However, this tattoo
isol piano keys. Cute, isn't it?
If that isn't enough to make this
hand appeal to you. songwriter Koch
was president ol his high school
hand.
"I was a big nerd in high school. I
didn't gel niv party on nil I started al
liC.'siiid Koch.
The band is influenced by a vast
group oi bands Including Hilly Joel
and Van I lalen." flial makes us origi-

nal. All of our influences come out in
our music," said Hright.
I lowcv ei. on (his Cl). the songs are
mostly based on personal experience

rather than musical influence.
"I he songs express our outlook on
lite Kind ofa'Life is what you make of
it' type deal," said Koch.
Their newest (.0 fust Left lawn was
created lo show that the band has
grown and matured through the past
leu years, I In1 design on die CD's
cover symbolizes this, hence, the butterfly, '
"It's because ol a lew reasons. The
butterfly has three siagcs and ibis is
our third release. I he ( 11 shows the
hand's maturity over Ihe years and
how we've 'grown into our wings,'
said Bright.
lusl left Home is being released
March 2. 2004. Ihe hand will be
headlining tonight al Nate & Walk's
at II p.m. If you're looking for a good
time and good music, don'l he left
out, and prepare to he awed b) this
irulv talented hand.

THE BIG
CREAK

jusl for the heals themselves, Huy
this CD, it's worth it.
\idiole Rominski

JUST LEFT HOME

ANI
DIFRANCO

Opulent Records
I invite you to listen to just one
song on this CD. If your foot is tapping by the end of it, you've come to
die same conclusion as I have; the
songs are catchy. And it's not like
otherf I )s that sou buy foronesong
with hope thai he rest is just as
good. With this CD, there isn't any
"hoping" involved, its just plain
good,
Its hard to explain how truly awesome this CD really is. Songwriter
lim Koch captures what most people have tell and puts it all lo words

with ease,
I his is especially true with a song
entitled. "I lalflhe Night." The song
is about gi ling out lo parly when
you really shouldn't. This is some
thing over half ol University students can relate to.
"You can lakevour night/ yoil can
go lo bed on lime/.... Life just don't
seem right/ less you do a little
urong/Voii can't afford half the
night/ Hut you siill go on and on."
I he song talks about something
so simple as going lo a party, and
gives a reason lodoso. 1 low could
students not like that?
Ihe musk is a combination ol all
of the bands Influences, In the end.
the band is a mix of rock, power pop
and roots. Whichever you want to
call ii. Its impressive.
Indie Music.coin savs, "I hese
songs will hijack your brain." They
dim i leave anything out If in one
song the keyboardist has a mellow
interlude, the next song will have a
fast-paced melody for him to play.
And it's the same for the other band
members.
The Uig Creak makes this CD fun
to listen to. If not for Ihe lyrics, then

EDUCATED GUESS
Rigtieous Balx? Records
soulful, poetic, entrancing; these
.lie jiisi a feu terms that come to
mind when I think of Ani Oil ranco's
latest release. Educated (lucss.
snipping down for this CD, her
twenty-first solo album, l)il ranco
recorded on vintage reel-to-reel
equipment in a shotgun shack In
lici hometown of Buffalo Purpose!)
allowing herself only eight tracks
and happy to add accidental sounds
such as falling rain and passing
trains, I >il ranco's end resuli is an
album as intimate and inventive as
hei work has always been.
DiFranco not only plays all die
Instruments and provides the lead
and backing vocals, but for the first
lime iii her career, she single-handedly did all Ihe recording and mixing. I he content of Educated Guess
is pretty incredible too.
On the songs. "Hubble" and
"Swim," DiFranco sings of past loves
and lessons learned. On die spokenword track "Grand Canyon,"
DiFranco addresses the connection
between patriotism and dissent and
also supports ihe "coolest I-word
ever" - feminism, which she
believes is a birthright of both men
and women.
In addition, liliuiileil O'IIIKS contains a small specially-bound book
including original artwork by
DiFranco and three additional
poems currently unavailable anywhere else.
Cool. Very, very cool.

-.XiulmtW'ilhelm

T-birds to fire up stage tonight
BIROS. FROM PAGE 8
become the next big thing fur about
twelve seconds. We lend to do things
die old-fashioned way, by playing
whatever shows we want, making
friends with great bands, people
around here and trying to have a
sense of humor about everything.
O: f)o you feel lhal IAN! is a better
experience on a record or at a live
performance?
A: Il seems to vary. Live, we play
really fast and somelinies it's hard to
lell what's going on. On record,
things seem to make a bit more
sense. Live, I think we really shine. Il
tends to be best when people arc
familiar enough with our songs so

even if you can't tell what's going on.
you can sort of hear the song in your
head anyway.
Q: What has been the biggest
accomplishment thai the baud lias
made?
A: ()ne of our greatest accomplishment! is learning bow to pee in chip
bags and |)op hollies while on the
road. Another accomplishment was
gelling to play with Ions ol'amazing
bands thai we look up lo, and making greal friends with someot them.
Q: What was your favorite record
of 20031
A: Mine was the Shins' (hutes I(KI
Narrow, but I know we all enjoyed
records by the Mars Volia, the
Decemberists, Prefuse 73, the

Rapture and lay-Z ihis year. Many
siill really likes the IHisies.
O: I low does playing in Howling
Green compare to playing in
Detroit?
A: Playing in I MUM can be
likened lo doing a ruck show in a
morgue full of well dressed hipsters.
Playing in IK 1 is like doing a show in
ihe middle ofa ZOO catastrophe, as
the elephants, lions and tigers run
loose on the grounds. We prefer the
latter lo the former. All the kids in BO
have really treated us very nicely and
have always come lo our shows prepared to have a greal lime. We're not
sure if it is the mini-pitchers they
serve al I towards, but we'd like to
believe il s because I hey liken-

Imagine il a master chef prepared a table
full of all your favorite foods, but you were
only allowed to eat one of Ihem. After plenty
of deliberation, you could probably make a
choice, but il wouldn't stop the Other foods in
front of you from smelling greal.
Such is the dilemma in trying to select just
one album as the "very best" from quite possibly die mosl celebrated live year span in
pop music history. When pusb conies to
shove, you can jol down a lille. bill odds an1,
you will never be completely satisfied with
your decision. No matter how good your
choice may be, all those oilier albums just
sound way too good to ignore.
So, this wiek's album of Ihe el a could easily
lie accompanied by an asterisk, or a question
mark or any other indicator of the fact dial I
couldn't really make up my mind.
Nevertheless, I clearly managed to write
something down, and that something is Hob
I )vlan's I'liffhuiiy in Revisited.
So why. after the yean of the liritish
Invasion, Motown and psychedelia, would a
Hob I )ylan album rise lo die top? Well, it may
not be as beloved as the Beatles' Sgt. Pepper
11967), as beautiful as the Beach Boys' Pel
Sounds 11966) or as mind blowing as the linn
I lendrix Experiences Are Km Experienced?
11967) but there is siill a valid argument for
classifying lliglmm 61 Revisiteda notch
above its peers.
If anything, Dylans dosesl competition in
ibis somewhat unnecessary liitle contest
could he himself, as many critics rate Blonde
on Blonde Ibis IMWi album) as bis true masterpiece. Nonetheless, having been released a
veai earlier, lligliuitydl is significant not only
for die undeniable greatness of its songs, but
tor the immeasurable Influence it bad on
almost every rock album that followed it.
In the earlv sixties. I hlan had been the darling of the folk music world, armed only with
an aCOUSticgttitai and a seiies ol hit protest
songs in the style of Woody Oulhric. Never
content in any particular niche, however.
I )ylan went electric in 1965, sparking plenty
ol backlash from his established fan base. (In
Highway tn Revisited, he enlisted ihe help of
master blues guitarist Mike Hloomfiekl and
liisi lime keyboard plavei Al Kooper lo give
die album its vibrancy and edginess. Dylan
was now a lull Hedged rock poel, and it didn't
take the lesl of Ihe world too long to recognize the brilliance of bis new direction
Il didn't lake bis fellow artists too long to
notice, either. On many of Higliway61's classic tracks, you can hear hints ol some of the
greal music on the horizon in the late sixties.

"Like a Rolling Stone," the opening track and
one of die greatest songs of all-lime, showed
songwriters like lohn I eniicin and Mick lagger
how a pop song could be lyrically complex.
" tombstone Hlues" and tfie title track helped
sei the groundwork for the garage rock
siylingsoflxiu Heed and the Velvet
Underground. Ihe biting social commentary
of "Kalincl ofa I bin Man" helped usher in a
bolder type ol protest music for artists like
Marvin Gave and (insliy. Stills and Nash.
I here can be litde doubt, as well, lhal lim
Morrison and limi I lendrix were listening
carefully to the surreal, poetic musings of the
album's epic finale, "Desolation How,"
All in all. an awful lot of rock n' roll roads
seem to intersect at Highway 61. So. why not
rank it the best of its time? Even Dylan himself
once said, Tin never gonna be abie lo make a
record better than that one." So if you disagree, put the blame squarely on Hob's shoulders.

By Jetf Vank
PUISE ivmriR

Best Film:
Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Bomb" (1964)
"I became aware of it during the physical
act of love"
These tire the words uttered by (ieneral
Jack 1). Hipper explaining when be first
became aware of "Huoridalion", a communist plot lo poison the water of Americans
and lead to the eventual fall of capitalism.
To counteract Ibis, the good colonel has
instructed (iiptain Kong to drop a nuclear
bomb on Russian soil. Ripper hopes thai
doing Ibis will force the American armed
forces lo go on an all-out assault against
the Soviet Union anil topple the conimunisl threat. I le knows thai then1 will be
casualties, but he truly believes the ends
justify the means. Meanwhile in die war
room of the White House, the President is
frantically doing everything he can to avert
a nuclear holocaust.
That is Ihe premise for Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or I low 1 Learned lo Slop
Worrying and love Ihe Bomb." It is scary
how timeless ibis story is. This material has
been done as a melodrama (Tail Safe")
and as an action thriller ("Sum of All
Fears"), but it works best as a satire with
dark comedic undertones.
The Presidents name is Merkin
Muffley for god's sake (for those of you
unfamiliar with the term merkin,' I refer
you lo Webster's for a good laugh). The
plausibility of bow a nuclear war could be
Matted and how people in power acl when
Ihey realize thai Armageddon is coming.

The response from I )r. Strangelove, a
former Nazi nuclear scientist, is priceless
as be rationally concludes, siuh a
device would not be a practical deter
rent for reasons which ai ibis moment
must be all loo obvious." Hie morbid
humor in Ibis movie is dial the personnel in charge of the nuclear bombings
spend most ol their time bickering and
placing blame while the world's fate is in
peril
TTre acting in ibis film is lop notch.
first olf. you have Peter Sellers in three
roles (President Miiffley/Mandrake/Dr.
Strangelove) and nailing all three of
them. Each character is completely
orig-inaland inspires laughter whenever
they are on screen, I he-only thing more
astonishing than sellers performance is
that hedoesnl steal every scene he's in,
This is due to a brilliant pel Ion nance by
George < Scott (as the very immature
and overzeaknis General lurgidsonl and
Sterling I layden las the < i.i/ed (Ieneral
Ripper),
Il is vital dial we believe the charac
lets' actions are based on their personality and not just a pan ol the script.The
dialogue between the characters is
absurd but believable, which is a good
way to describe this movie. Absurd ill
the way thai "fluids" is die main lac loi
for a nuclear war. Believable in thai
incompetence from our military and
politicians is the reason foi a ruicleai
war.

Coca-Cola
was originally
colored r--j «

The BG News
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Ads
372-6977
The Bfi News will noi knowingly
accept idvefliscmenu thai dterinunaie. or encourage discrimination
agaJnsi an) individual « group on
the basis ol race, sex. color, creed.
religion, national origin, icxua] orientation, disability status .i> .1 ■ eteran, 01 on the bosh ol an> othei
legall) protected state.*

Travel

*1 Spring Break Panama City S199'
7 Nights. 6 Free Parties Free Covers & Drinks 5 Day Spring Break
Bahamas Cruise S2791 Cancun. Jamaica. Nassau S529' Daylona $159'
www.SpringBreaKTravet.com
1-800-678-6386
CALL THE
STUDENT-TRAVEL EXPERTS!
Ride the Vodka Tram call lor details! Cancun/Jamaica/Spring break
packages still available. Call/Book
Online: 1-800-592-CUTS (2887)
www travelculs com
PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL
'"SPRING BREAK""
Book early and save $$'
World's longesl Keg Party •
Free beer all week1
Live band & DJ Wet T-shirt.
Hard Body & Venus Swim wear
contest Suites up to 12 people.
3 pools, huge beachfront hot tub.
lazy river ride, water slide
jot skis, parasaii
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
wwwsandpiperbeacon.com
Spring Break 2004 w/ STS
America's *1 Student Tour
Operator Group discounts'
800-648-4849 or wjy.
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now'
Call 1-800-SUNCHASE today'
Or visit
www S u nchase com
SPRING BREAK DAYTONA
Best Ocean Front Hotels.
Lowest Prices. 800-881-9173
www.daytonawelcomecenter com

Services Offered
Unlimited Tanning Semester S65
1 mo unlimited. $30 Booths or beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889
Personals

INTRAMURAL
4 PLAYER FLAG FOOTBALL
I NTRIES DUE JAN 27
INTRAMURAL CO-REC
INNER TUBE WATER POLO
ENTRIES DUE JAN 26
INTRAMURAL
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN 28
Unlimited Tanning Semester S65
1 mo unlimited $30 Booths or beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889
Wes Clark lor President in BG
Interested7
Contact chawkey^bgnet bgsu.edu
Classifieds Continued on page 10

Intentional Retake Best Image Possible
January 23,
2004
NEXT WEEK: Check
out next week's issue
to read just how good
Ingram Hill's CD
really is; Page 9

www.bgnews.com/pulse
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calendar of events
Friday
11 p.m.
Shantee
Howards Club H
11 p.m.
The Big Creak
Nate andWally's
11 p.m.
Sugar Daddies
Brewster's
11 p.m.
UAO Presents "School of
Rock"
Union Theater 206

Saturday
11 p.m.
Wickedlung and the
Wooklar
Thunderbirds are Now
Howard's Club H
11 p.m.
Outlaws Eye&Eye
Nate and Wally's

11 p.m.
Banana Fudge
Brewster's
9:30 p.m.
HelpWanted

Goiterjelly
Fricker's

Sunday
Hv Vw Corp

9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents "School of
Rock"
Union Theater 206
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Black Swamp Players
Benefit
Howard's Club H
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Calendar is compiled by
Nichole Rominski. Contact
her at nromins@bgnet
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Detroit rockers find home, reality in BG
Q&A
By George C. Vnbranz

PULSE WRITER

For a while, il seemed like the
Detroit River had been rerouted
to carry its musical exports
directly into the mainstream.
ihi- English music magazines
found their shaggy-haired goldmine in the Motor City, and it is
them who may have been
responsible for the fame that the
White Stripes and Andrew W.K.
enjoy today. Now that the hot
spot has seemingly moved East
to New York City, some forward •
thinking musicians in Detroit are

able to focus on action rather
than fashion.
Thunderbirds Are Now! take
the herky-jerky rhythms of Devo.
lay them under sharp dancepunk guitar, and top it off with
Artractions-on-speed synthesizers and yelped, spastic vocals.
Live, they have ail the spontaneity and energy of Iggy Pup Most
of their shows start with a calm
introduction, and some have
ended with blood, vomiting and
nudity, albeit small amounts.
Their last Bowling Green performance in August filled

I towards Club 11 with one of the
biggest crowds the club has seen
since the aforementioned
Andrew W.K. played there last
Winter.
Thunderbirds Are Now! will
bring Their party amis and their
newesl material back to
I towards Saturday night.
Q: Who are the band members?
A: Ryan /Mien: vocals, guitar;
Scott Allen: keyboards, vocals,
percussion, samples; Mike
Durgan: drums: Marty Smith:
bass.

WITH RYAN ALLEN OF
THUNDERBIRDS ARE
NOW!
Q: How did the band get
together?
A: Marty and Mike started a
band called One Trip One Noise.
Their guitar player quit, so they
asked me to join. I was playing

drums in a band called Red Shirt
Brigade al The time along with
Scon, but Thought il would be
fun. We played two shows, Then
changed our name. RSB broke
up around the same lime, so we
started focusing more attention
to TAN!, and asked Scott to join
on keyboards.
Q: What bands have influenced TAN!?
A: The lackson 5 and Gang of

Roue
Q: What has TAN! released?
A: One self-released record, an
EP called Another One

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUS AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

.*m&sx£2*at&~

Hypnotized B)'... and a full length
called Doctor. Lawyer. Ituliim
Chief.
Q: Do you feel that being from
such a rich and scrutinized
musical region is an asset or a
liability to your band?
A: The Detroit scene is really
quile a joke. There's more focus
on the way bands look than on
how they sound, and if you've
got the right friends, you're all set
to become the next big Thing for
BIRDS, PAGE 9
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1963-19691 SECOND IX A SEVEN-PART SERIES

An era that rocked the
nation, comes down to 2
By Andrew dayman

I i so frightening that it's funny.
The response from Dr. Strangelove, a
former Nazi nuclear scientist, is priceless
Best Album:
as he rationally concludes, "such a
Bob Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited device would not be a practical deterrent for reasons which at this moment
(1965)
must be all too obvious." The morbid
Imagine if a master chef prepared a table
humor in this movie is that the personfull of all your favorite foods, but you were
nel in charge of the nuclear bombings
only allowed to eat one of them. After plenty
spend most of their time bickering and
of deliberation, you could probably make a
placing blame while the world's fate is in
choice, but it wouldn't stop the other foods in
peril.
front of you from smelling great.
The acting in this film is top notch.
Such is the dilemma in trying to select just
First off, you have Peter Sellers in three
one album as the "very best" from quite posroles (President Muffley/Mandrake/Dr.
sibly the most celebrated five year span in
Strangelove) and nailing all three of
pop music history. When push comes to
them. Each character is completely
shove, you can jot down a tide, but odds are,
orig-inal and inspires laughter whenever
you will never be completely satisfied with
they are on screen. The only thing more
your decision. No matter how good your
astonishing than Seller's performance is
choice may be, all those other albums just
that he doesn't steal every scene he's in.
sound way too good to ignore.
So, this weeks album of the era could easily This is due to a brilliant performance by
George C. Scott (as the very immature
be accompanied by an asterisk, or a question
and overzealous General Turgidsonl and
mark or any other indicator of the fact that 1
Sterling Hayden (as the crazed General
couldn't really make up my mind.
Ripper).
Nevertheless, I clearly managed to write
It is vital that we believe the charac
something down, and that something is Bob
ters' actions are based on their personalDylan's Highway 61 Revisited.
ity and not just a part of the script. The
So why, after the years of the British
dialogue between the characteis is
Invasion, Motown and psychedelia, would a
absurd but believable, which is a good
Bob Dylan album rise to the top? Well, it may
way to describe this movie. Absurd in
not be as beloved as the Beatles' Sgt Pepper
the way that "fluids" is the main factor
(1967), as beautiful as the Beach Boys' Pet
for a nuclear war. Believable in that
Sounds (1966) or as mind blowing as the Jimi
incompetence from our military and
Hcndrix Experience's An? You Experienced?
politicians is the reason for a nuclear
(1967) but there is still a valid argument for
war.
classifying Highway 61 Revisited a notch
above its peers.
If anything, Dylan's closest competition in
this somewhat unnecessary little contest
could be himself, as many critics rate Blonde
was originally;
on Blonde (his 1966 album) as his true mascolored
terpiece. Nonetheless, having been released a
green!
year earlier, Higluvay6I is significant not only
for the undeniable greatness of its songs, but
for the immeasurable influence it had on
almost every rock album that followed it.
In the early sixties, Dylan had been the darling of the folk music world, armed only with
an acoustic guitar and a series of hit protest
songs in the style ofWoody Guthrie. Never
content in any particular niche, however,
Dylan went electric in 1965, sparking plenty
The BO New* will not knowingly
of backlash from his established fan base. On
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
Highway 61 Revisited, he enlisted the help of
against any individual or group on
master blues guitarist Mike Bloomfield and
the basis of race. sex. color, creed,
first-time keyboard player Al Kooper to give
religion, national origin, sesual orientation, disability, status as a veterthe album its vibrancy and edginess. Dylan
an, or on the basis of any other
was now a full fledged rock poet, and it didn't
legally protected status.
take the rest of the world too long to recognize the brilliance of his new direction.
It didn't take his fellow artists too long to
notice, either. On many of Highway67's clasTravel
sic tracks, you can hear hints of some of the
great music on the horizon in the late sixties.
"Like a Rolling Stone," the opening track and
*1 Spring Break Panama City $199!
one of the greatest songs of all-time, showed
7 Nights, 6 Free Parties, Free Covers & Drinks. 5 Day Spring Break
songwriters like John Lennon and Mick lagger
Bahamas Cruise $279! Cancun. Jahow a pop song could be lyrically complex.
maica. Nassau $529! Daytona $159!
"Tombstone Blues" and the title track helped
set the groundwork for the garage rock
1-800-678-6386
stylings of Lou Reed and the Velvet
CALL THE
Underground. The biting social commentary
STUDENT-TRAVEL EXPERTS!
of "Ballad of a Thin Man" helped usher in a
Ride the Vodka Tram...call for details! Cancun/Jamalca/Springbreak
bolder type of protest music for artists like
packages
still available. Call/Book
Marvin Gaye and Crosby, Stills and Nash.
Online: 1-800-592-CUTS (2887).
There can be little doubt, as well, that Jim
www.travelcuts.com
Morrison and Jimi Hendrix were listening
carefully to the surreal, poetic musings of the
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
album's epic finale, "Desolation Row."
— SPRING BREAK —
All in all, an awful lot of rock 'n' roll roads
Book early and save $S!
World's longest Keg Party seem to intersect at Highway 61. So, why not
Free beer all week!
rank it the best of its time? Even Dylan himself
Live band & DJ. Wet T-shirt.
once said, "I'm never gonna be able to make a
Hard Body S Venus Swim wear
record better than that one." So if you discontest Suites up lo 12 people.
agree, put the blame squarely on Bob's shoul3 pools, huge beachfront hoi tub.
lazy river ride, water slide,
ders.
PULSE WRITER

A NEW ALBUM FOR OLD FRIENDS: Band members from left to right; Keith Maxwell Button, drums; Jim Koch,
lead vocals; Paul Graves, bass guitar and Aaron Bright, keyboards and background vocals.

A feat for Big Creak
By Nichole Rominiski
PULSE WRIIEB

It's one thing to be a musician but it
is a completely different thing for a
group to be successful enough to quit
their jobs and become full-time professional musicians.
With the recent member changes,
it is more than impressive that The
Big Creak has accomplished this
huge feat. So it wouldn't be surprising
if Nate & Wally's Fishbowl will be
packed tonight. And it doesn't hurt
that a few members are University
alumni as well.
The Big Creak includes members
Jim Koch, lead vocals and guitar:
Aaron Bright, keyboards and guitar,
Keith Maxwell Button, drums and
Paul Graves, bass.
The group was formed while
singer/songwriter Koch was attneding the University in 1996. However,
the band has shifted its hometown to
Columbus where the)' experienced
some member changes as well as a
name change.

The band's name was drawn out,
literally, of a hat as Big Creek, a town
in Ohio. Then, as new members came
and old members left, the band
changed the name by adding the "a,"
making it The Big Creak.
"It's kind of a weird name," says
keyboardist Aaron Bright, "But that's
kind of our motto. Bad name, good
music."
The members themselves are a little "weird" says Aaron, as he reveals
that he is the only band member to
have a tattoo. This may not seem too
odd because most bands do have tattoos nowadays. However, this tattoo
is of piano keys. Cute, isn't it?
If that isn't enough to make this
band appeal to you, songwriter Koch
was president of his high school
band.
"I was a big nerd in high school. 1
didn't get my party-on till I started at
BG," said Koch.
The band is influenced by a vast
group of bands including Billy Joel
and Van Halen. "That makes us origi-

THE BIG
CREAK
JUST LEFT HOME
Opulent Records

FINDER'S TOP TEN
1. Evanescence Fallen
2. No Doubt The Singles: 19922003
3. Offspring Splinter
4. Johnny Cash Unearthed
Boxset
5. Hoobastank The Reason
6. Alicia Keys The Diary of Alicia
Keys
7. The Darkness Permission To
Land
8. Something Corporate North
9. Story Of The Year Page
Avenue
10. Red Hot Chili Peppers
Greatest Hits

TOP 5 DVDs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Bad Boys II"
"Freddy vs. Jason"
"American Wedding"
"Blue Collar Comedy Tour"
"Spike Jonze: Work Of A
Director'

WFAL 5 Albums On
The Rise
1. Phantom Planet Phantom
Planet
2. Horrorpops Hell Yeah
3. Petracovich Blue Cotton Skin
4. Ani DiFranco Educated Guess
5. Ned Evett & Franck Vigroux
Ned Evett & Franck Vigroux

I invite you to listen to just one
song on this CD. If your foot is tapping by the end of it, you've come to
the same conclusion as I have; the
songs are catchy. And it's not like
other CDs that you buy for one song
with hope that he rest is just as
good. With this CD, there isn't any
"hoping" involved, it's just plain
good.
It's hard to explain how truly awesome this CD really is. Songwriter
Jim Koch captures what most people have felt and puts it all to words
with ease.
This is especially true with a song
entitled, "I lalf the Night." The song
is about going out to party when
you really shouldn't. This is something over half of University students can relate to.
"You can take your night/ you can
go to bed on time/.... Life just don't
seem right/ 'Less you do a little
wrong/You can't afford half the
night/ But you still go on and on."
The song talks about something
so simple as going to a party, and
gives a reason to do so. How coidd
students not like that?
The music is a combination of all
of the band's influences. In the end,
the band Is a mix of rock, power pop
and roots. Whichever you want to
call it, it's impressive.
Indie-Music.com says, "These
songs will hijack your brain." They
don't leave anything out. If in one
song the keyboardist has a mellow
interlude, the next song will have a
fast-paced melody for him to play.
And it's the same for the other band
members.
The Big Creak makes this CD fun
to listen to If not for the lyrics, then

nal. All of our influences come out in
our music," said Bright.
1 Iowever, on this CD, the songs are
mostly based on personal experience
rather than musical influence.
"The songs express our outlook on
life. Kind of a 'Life is what you make of
it' type deal." said Koch.
Their newest CD Just Left Town was
created to show that die band has
grown and matured through the past
few years. The design on the CD's
cover symbolizes this, hence, the butterfly.
"It's because of a few reasons. The
butterfly has three stages and this is
our third release. The CD shows the
band's maturity over the years and
how we've 'grown into our wings,'"
said Bright.
/list left Home is being released
March 2, 2004. The band will be
headlining tonight at Nate & Wally's
at 11 p.m. If you're looking for a good
time and good music, don't be left
out, and prepare to be awed by this
truly talented band.

just for the beats themselves. Buy
this CD, it's worth it.
-Nichole Rominski

ANI
DIFRANCO
EDUCATED GUESS
Righeous Babe Records

Soulful, poetic, entrancing; these
arc just a few terms that come to
mind when I think of Ani DiFranco's
latest release, Educated Guess.
Stripping down for this CD, her
twenty-first solo album, DiFranco
recorded on vintage reel-to-reel
equipment in a shotgun shack in
her hometown of Buffalo. Purposely
allowing herself only eight tracks
and happy to add accidental sounds
such as falling rain and passing
trains, DiFranco's end result is an
album as intimate and inventive as
her work has always been.
DiFranco not only plays all the
instruments and provides the lead
and backing vocals, but for the fust
time in her career, she single-handedly did all the recording and mixing. The content of Educated Guess
is pretty incredible too.
On the songs, "Bubble" and
"Swim," DiFranco sings of past loves
and lessons learned. On the spokenword track "Grand Canyon,"
DiFranco addresses the connection
between patriotism and dissent and
also supports the "coolest F-word
ever" -- feminism, which she
believes Ls a birthright of both men
and women.
In addition, Educated Guess contains a small specially-bound book
including original artwork by
DiFranco and three additional
poems currently unavailable anywhere else.
Cool. Very, very cooL
■Andrea Willielm

T-birds to fire up stage tonight
BIRDS, FROM PAGE 8
become the next big thing for about
twelve seconds. We tend to do things
the old-fashioned way, by playing
whatever shows we want, making
friends with great bands, people
around here and trying to have a
sense of humor about everything.
Q: Do you feel that TAN! is a better
experience on a record or at a live
performance?
A: It seems to vary. Live, we play
really fast and sometimes it's hard to
tell what's going on. On record,
things seem to make a bit more
sense. Live. I think we really shine. It
tends to be best when people are
familiar enough with our songs so

even if you can't tell what's going on,
you can sort of hear the song in your
head anyway.
Q: What has been the biggest
accomplishment that the band has
made?
A: One of our greatest accomplishments is learning how to pee in chip
bags and pop bottles while on the
road. Another accomplishment was
getting to play with tons of amazing
bands that we look up to, and making great friends with some of them.
Q: What was your favorite record
of2003?
A: Mine was the Shins' Chutes Too
Narrow, but I know we all enjoyed
records by the Mars Volta, the
Decemberists, Prefuse 73, the

Rapture and Jay-Z this year. Marty
still really likes the Posies.
Q: How does playing In Bowling
Green compare to playing In
Detroit?
A: Playing in Detroit can be
likened to doing a rock show in a
morgue full of well dressed hipsters.
Playing in BG is like doing a show in
the middle of a zoo catastrophe, as
the elephants, lions and tigers run
loose on the grounds. We prefer the
latter to the former. All the kids in BG
have really treated us very nicely and
have always come to our shows prepared to have a great time. We're not
sure if it is the mini-pitchers they
serve at Howard's, but we'd like to
believe it's because they like us.

Coca-Cola

News
ified

372-6977

ByJeffVank
PULSE WRITER

Best Film:
Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Bomb" (1964)
"I became aware of It during the physical
act of love"
These are the words uttered by General
Jack D. Ripper explaining when he first
became aware of "fluoridation", a communist plot to poison the water of Americans
and lead to the eventual fall of capitalism.
To counteract this, the good colonel has
instructed Captain Kong to drop a nuclear
bomb on Russian soil. Ripper hopes that
doing this will force the American aimed
forces to go on an all-out assault against
the Soviet Union and topple the communist threat. He knows that there will be
casualties, but he truly believes the ends
justify the means. Meanwhile in the war
room of the White House, the President is
frantically doing everything he can to avert
a nuclear holocaust
That is the premise for Stanley Kubrik's
"Dr. Strangelove or How I Learned to Stop
Vvbrrying and Love the Bomb." It is scary
how timeless this story is. This material has
been done as a melodrama ("Fail Safe")
and as an action thriller ("Sum of All
Fears"), but it works best as a satire with
dark comedic undertones.
The President's name is Merkin
Muffley for god's sake (for those of you
unfamiliar with the term 'meikin,' I refer
you to Webster's for a good laugh). The
plausibility of how a nuclear war could be
started and how people in power act when
they realize that Armageddon is coming,

jet skis, parasail.
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
3n.com

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS.
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.slSlrayel.corn
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now!
Call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!
Or visit
www.Sunchase.com
SPRING BREAK DAYTONA
Best Ocean Front Hotels,
Lowest Prices. 800-881-9173
www.daytonawelcomecenter.com

Services Offered
Unlimited Tanning. Semester $65
1 mo unlimited. $30. Booths or beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889.

Personals
INTRAMURAL
4 PLAYER FLAG FOOTBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 27
INTRAMURAL CO-REC
INNER TUBE WATER POLO
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 26
INTRAMURAL
DOUBLES RACQUETBALL
ENTRIES DUE JAN. 28
Unlimited Tanning Semester S65
1 mo unlimited. $30. Booths or beds
Campus Tanning. 352-7889.
Wes Clark tor President in BG.
Interested?
Contact: chawkevi8bonet.bosu.edu
Classified? Continued on page 10
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The Daily Crossword Fix

For Rent

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

brought to you by
Kidzwalch now hiring part-time child
care aide lor Perrysburg. Tues. and
Thurs. days. Other shifts available
Call 419-874-9678.
MOVIE EXTRAS
MODELS NEEDED
Local & State Wide Productions
No Exp. Req . All Looks. Ages 18+
Minor & Major Roles Avail.
EARN UP TO $320/ day.
1-800-818-7520

(NEW) Carty Studios (NEW)
Studio Apts. Available Immediately
Also avail, summer & next yr Preler
seniors/grad students. Fully furn.incl
25" TV. all util. Starting at $395 mo.
Call Buckeye Inn & Sludios
352-1520
1 bdrm. $385 plus elec. Avail. Dec.
17 6. 9 or 12 mo. lease 854 8th St
Summer/Fall '04, lease also avail.
419-392-3354

Sports! Funl Outdoors! Kids!
Money! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach land/water
sports Great summer! Call 888-8448080, apply: www.campcedar.com
SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERN
SHIP OPPORTUNITIES. Student
Painters is looking for individuals
who are interested in gaining management experience. Great resume
builder. No expenence necessary
however must be hard working. Last
summer the average internship paid
$10,000 Territories going quickly
Looking for students in the upper
Ohio area Hired first come, first
qualified basis For more information
call 1-888-839-3385.
TIRED OF MINIMUM WAGE???
• Flexible schedules
e $12.25 Base-appt.
e Cust. Service/Sales
e All ages 18+ Cond Apply
e Great Resume builder
e Call Now'419.861.6133
• www.workforsl

1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. available now.
Call for prices & locations
352-0717

BARTENDING1 $300/day potential
Nooxp. necessary Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 541
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIHLS-Child
rens' sleep-away camp Northeast
PA (6/18-8/15/04) II you love children & want a caring, fun environment we need female staff as Directors & Instructors for: Tennis, Golf,
Gymnastics. Swimming, Walerskiing. Sailing, Team Sports, Cheerleading, Ropes, Camping/Nature,
Drama, Video. Ceramics, Batik. Silkscreen, Guitar. Jewerly. Piano. Photography, Aerobics, Martial Arts.
Other positions. Group Leaders, Administrative/Driver, Nurses (RN's).
On Campus Interviews March 17th.
Apply on-line at www.carnpwaynegirls.com or call 1-800-279-3019
Caring childcare provider for our 9
mo. old son in our Maumee home
Experience wilh infants preferred.
Needed M. W, &/or F. 7AM to 3:30
PM. If interested, call 419-867-1067
Easy walk from Campus. Work PT
or FT around your college & personal schedule Work a min. of 15 hrs./
wk. Many college students work
here Standard pay is $6,001".
These are unskilled |Obs involving
assembling & packaging of small
parts. Apply in person b/t the hrs. of
9am-5pm (M-F) at ADVANCED
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.. 428
Clough St. BG. OH only 2 blks.
Irom campus near Kinko's & Dairy
Queen next to RR tracks.
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 & more per survey!
www paidonlinesurveys.com
Grad student to tutor/ counsel,1
advise BG freshman student 2-4
hrs. per wk or more as needed
Call 614-279-4132
In need ol babysitter in our BG
home 2-5:30 pm M-F
Please call 352-3642.
Part-time nanny lor 2 children in our
BG home on T.W.Th; approx. 8-10
hrs/wk. Must be good with kids and
have own reliable transportation.
Call 419-352-1956 alter 5:30pm
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT- assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary. Full/ Part-time
& sub positions available in Bowling
Green. Portage. Walbridge & Weslon areas ranging from 15-75 hrs.
biweekly. S9.00-S12 90 per hr.
based upon experience. High school
diploma/ GED required Application
packet may be obtained Irom Wood
County Board ol MR/DD. 11160 E
Gypsy Ln Rd., Bowling Green. Ent.
B. Mon.-Friday. 8am-4:30pm. E.O.E.

2 bdrm. turn apt. Close to campus.
includ- util.. no smoking, no
pets..grad students welcome. Call
419-353-5074, ask for Tim.
2 bedrm.. 1.5 bath apt. on S College
Rent is $450/mo. (obo) & elec No
deposit. Can move in immediately
Call 419-494-4193 tor info.
2004-2005
800 Third Si. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat,
water. & sewer
616 Second St 1 bdrm. 3 bdrm., & 2
efficiencies Non-smoking apts.
137 N. Church 1 bdrm.
Call 354-9740 for info or showing.
3 bdrm. house available August
2004 718 Third St $775/ mo
Please call 419-686-3805.
3 bdrm. house. Close to campus.
Good size, nice yard. $1000/mo.
Call 686-1144
4 bdrm.. garage, 2 blocks from
BGSU. Avail. May 419-353-3855
Alumni & 12 yr. old girl looking for a
resp. F. to rent lg. rm. w/ own office
& outside door. $250 + $150 dep.
Must be avail, in a.m. to take child to
BG school. Will provide ref. for Ed.
mjrs. but not Imtd. to 419-409-1355.

For Sale
#1 Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise 5 Days From $279! Party
With Real World Paris Celebrities At
Exclusive Cast Parties! Greal
Beaches & Nightlife1 Includes Meals,
Port/Hotel Taxes! 1-800-678-6386.
www.SpringBreakTravel.com

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec. 12 mo lease.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

Move In Now - One Month FREE
1 and 2 bdrm. apts avail, in serene
park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water, and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

•"Lg Houses & Apt's
Across from Univ.
321 E. Merry 4-6 bdrms
930 E Wooster 5 bdrms.
1030 E. Wooster 5 bdrms.
303 E. Merry 5 bdrms
315 E Merry 2-4 bdrms.
Also other houses. Apt's & Ells Call
now 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Some
1st semesters leases available. Listing located 24/7 at 316 E Merry #3
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
25
26
29
33
34
35
36
37
40
41

Hirsch ol "Taxi"
Used the VCR
"Fernando" singers
Farmland unit
University of Maine location
Slovak or Slovene
Poisonous spider
H.H. Munro
Hepburn film
Led astray
That is (to say): Lai
Playful escapade
Encloses (irmly
Rider
Ravel ballet. "La '
Dynamic intro?
Vendor's goal
Old French coin
Lower in quality
Unrefined
Stat starter''

43
44
46
48
49
50
52
55
59
60
62
63
64
65
66
67

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
34
38
39

Poking blows
USC rival
Faded and dull
Condemns openly
1964 Nobel-winning
physicist
Opera songs
Pea container
Seth's son
Long, round pin
Guarantees
Patrol wagon
Make a pie
Enthusiastic
Joshed
German article
Midler film
Civil Rights martyr
Tijuana tough
Kind ot dressing
Algerian port
Lookout's warning
Small salamanders
"The Atncan Queen"
screenwriter
Interred
Contents ot a will

Light gas
Circumvent
Plato's teacher
Cooks in vapors
Deli offering
Conspicuous success
Majestic
Bowler or fedora makers
-Chandon champagne
David Lynch thriller
Scottish Gaelic
First name in cosmetics
" kleine Nachtmusik"
Dates
Sweeties
Assigned time

NICE 2 BDRM. APT'S FOR MAY
AND AUG. ON 5TH AND 7TH.
CALL FOR MORE INFO. 352-3445.
One large room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352 5822

STUDKNT I'MPI.OYKI. HIRING
Positions Available:
SRC/PI'll Customer Service Representative •
Equipment1 Room Supervisor • SRC/Pfl I Moor
Supervisor • Aqu.il ics • Outdoor Pi'ogr<nns

v

\/ I mil

Renting lor next school year
3 bdrm. duplex & 2 bdrm. furn.
upper apl. 419-265-1061 (cell),
419-352-4773 (home).

Wooster House and lg. 2 bdrm furn.
apts Close to campus.
Call 419-352-1104.

(415)494-3060.
Very nice 4 bdrm house. 1 yr. lease
S1300'mo. Avail. 7/15/04. Close to
campus/uptown BG. 353-1556.
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm.apts available
Call 419-352-9135.

Call 2.7481 for info
Cost
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SPRING BREAK Free food, parties
& drinks! Our students seen on
CBS' 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com.

800-985-6789.

(1:10) 4:10 7:10 [10:00)

Cheaper by the
Dozen(PG)

(1:00) 7:00

Times good 1/23/04 thru 1/29/04
() Denotes only show on
Sat. & Sun
| ) Will not show Mon, Tues,
and Wed.

\s>

£ il\ I <>T .'Ilklll

ayahoacom far info
MlheSRCMnlnOmre
Siii/Mi-nt' »3ft N

Show Timn Valid Frl. Jan. 23
thru rtiiirv Jan. I*

Q LORD IF TIE RINGS:
RETURN
IF TIE KIN6

Student night is Wed.
all tickets Just S3.75

Along Came Polly
(PG-13)

AeroSpin

Theatre

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

Big Fish (PG-13)

Cold Mountain (R)

January 2U March 3

Cla-Zel

(1:30) 4:00 720 [10:25]

4:15 [10:20J
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**

NiKhtly at 7:30 PM

2 30 :t 30i>m

M
Ix'i* S10
Non members 15C

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

v\ v a Ha a v u

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!

Torque (PG-13)
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Holiday Personals
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1234 N. Main St. (Rt. 25)
Bowling Green
Mall 419 354-4447
Movie Times 419-354-0556
www.woodlandtc.com

iWWWWWWW

WE DELIVER 353-7770

PETER PAN
Nightly at 5:00 PM

Downtown B G • 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com
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Home Depot
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Tin tail till la HE
Win a Date with Tad H.
(PG-13)

(1:40)4:25 7:35 [10:10]
Ml hand delivered entries are due l>y 3:0(>|>m
II Room I3(> or i he Perry Field House. If sen!
lICM 1ioui< -illy, clue by
mon.
Kyokushin Karate
Flag Football Officials
SRC Daiice Room
Needed
January 26 \pril2l
Application! and
itdayi M > dayi
take home teat due
MJnaadaya
on January 20
Mandatory clinic
7 (XI « (Xl|im KrgiiiM-i
January 27 28
800 goopm IntarrmdUM

42 Electra's brother
45 Ma and Pa of
comedy films
47 Orinoco tributary
48 Unpaid servants
51 Mirth
52 Iowa State city
53 Sported
54 Ultimatum ender
56 Devil's doings
57 Vegas rival
58 Proofer's word
61 Tony-winner Hagen

1-jFrido.y!!!

(1:20) 4:35 7:30 [9:50]

Information Sessions*
207 BISI

For Rent

1-2-3 Btimm Apartments

119.372.271 I

5 :«>("> :it)|ini

For Rent

Sublsr. needed' 1 bdrm. loft apt. $50
off 1st mo. rent. Call before Feb. 1

ecreational Snort!
MIHI.II-)

,

VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

Lg. 2 bdrm. 1st floor apl in Victorian
home Leaded glass cupboards,
hardwood
floors,
bay window,
curved 10' ceilings. $650 mo. + utit.
427 N. Main St. 386-253-3687

For Rent

Men s K Women's I plavi
FliiartKilluitl i-in 11<-> .ii ci |
|an 2(1 21

■

aaaT"

Houses/Apts lor 04-05 school year.
12 mo. leases only.
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 9-2 M-F
Quiet tenants preferred

Come on home1 $149,900 4 bdrm.,
2.5 bath. 4 blocks from campus'
Owner/Realtor. Call Ed to schedule
an appt. at 419-494-7799 or toll-free
at 866-602-1977.

INTRAMURAI.S

S_ r_

House avail, tor May. 4 bdrm.
1 block from campus.
Call 419-787-7577.

2002 Honda Civic Coupe. Loaded
Only serious Inquiries please!
Call 419-494-3060

w \\ w . I) n S II . 1* (I II / r <• c s
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FREE HEAT
= VARSITY
•■SQUARE
AR\RTMENTS

419-353-7715 t=J

Grab your
Friends aw^*S
Sign a Lease

NEWIWE
Rentals

^M»AAr*vlHt

map k'«»5»t Z
Two bedroom apartments
2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

Get n FREE |
specialty brownie
with purchase of a
coffee.

BQSU
5J3 E. Vfeesttr SI. Bowfln* Gram

Catering Dine-In - Carryout ■ Delivery - Party Trays

801 FIFTH STREET: 2 bdrm unfurn apts. Cat Permitted.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Off street parking.
803 FIFTH STREET: 2 bdrm unfurn apt. Cat Permitted.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Off street parking.
843 SIXTH STREET: 2 bdrm 2 bath unfurn apt.
Spacious apts. Washer/dryer in building.
824 SIXTH STREET: 2 bdrm unfurn apt. Cat Permitted.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Off street parking.
Washer/dryer in building.

Stop by or call us at (119) 352-5620
1332 S. Main
I Bowling Green

www.newloverealty.coml
newloveinfoninewloverentals.com!

